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Inserting Verbs: How Contemporary Translators Reinterpret Classical
Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali
How can a classical text such as the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali written thousands of years
ago still be pertinent now-a-days? To begin to answer this wide spread question it is necessary
to temporarily go back to those ancient times. In India every human experience was observed
and studied in complex philosophical schools and religious systems. Major fields of inquiry
were investigated: ontology, epistemology, psychology, cosmology and soteriology. “These
philosophical systems were unified Theories of Everything…that had to be coherent and
rigorous at every level…everything is interconnected- knowing, being, being saved, cause and
effect, time, space, mind, body”.1 Truths became atemporal as if the time element could be
stretched in an eternal present.
Transcendence was sought by investigating the human mind at all levels. For this purpose,
almost as a side effect, an extremely sophisticated knowledge system developed of our human
condition. Paradoxically, the mechanisms of the mind were considered both a source but also a
potential solution to solve the problem of liberation.
For the classical Indian commentators the YS was considered a philosophical work that
needed to resist the wear and tear of time as if it were an atemporal truth but also a tradition.
This also meant that it could have remained thousand of years old and by now be considered
only archaic. Its present day legacy though is very much connected to its history and to its
inherent possibility of renewal. This concept is only apparently contradictory. In fact for a
tradition to be effective and remain alive it must also be open and flexible enough to adapt itself
to the present. How has this been possible?
Even the linguistic system was highly sophisticated and had adopted ways of expanding
and reducing infinite subtleties implicit in the philosophical schools. A linguistic strategy was
found according to the principle of parsimony as a cornerstone of Indian society and culture that
finds its best application and expression in the sūtra.
Sūtra derives from two roots: sūc = means indicates, suggests; it doesn’t speak precisely
but it alludes and hints at something, purposely obscure; and sup, which means to sleep. What
this implies is that until an expert commentator awakens it, the sūtra will remain asleep. The
suffix tra = is the instrument, the means by which something gets done.
In our case, the sūtra is both the thread, the filament that holds it together (for example
the thread for a spider’s web), that gives unity to a teaching as well as the single aphorisms that
comprise it (such as the pearls of a necklace). An aphorism is composed of a few syllables that
convey many meanings. Being polysemous it qualifies itself by a reduced use of syllables. A
phrase is transmitted in a concise manner, usually in prose, without verbal expressions. It
evokes an airy use of space similar to the stretched time element of atemporal truths. Therefore
the invention of the sūtra maintained the tradition but was also open to interpretations by
calling in the commentators.
The classical Indian commentators gave life and vitality to the dormant YS reflecting
India’s traditions, philosophical schools and treasury of sophisticated and refined knowledge
systems. Modern critical scholars have attempted to update the YS encountering many
challenges and contradictions. Have they been able to uphold the coherence and rigor of the
past but at the same the elasticity required to reach out to the present?
The primary question was and is still open: can this classical yoga text still be pertinent in
today’s yoga subculture of practitioners and in the thousands of teacher training programs
around the world? And if so, how? Considering the Master’s University setting at Cà Foscari
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and the historical in-depth critical analysis it offered, I embraced the opportunity of researching
the answers I was seeking.
This line of thinking has been the stimulus and motor behind this stage/thesis. Following
Prof. Squarcini’s eclectic input and authoritative advice five contemporary commentators and
translators of the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali were chosen, starting with Swami Vivekananda in
chronological order of their publications. His text, Rāja-yoga, or Conquering the Internal
Nature, published in 1896 in English was extremely influential in bringing yoga to the United
States of America. It became a touchstone for all future references. Vivekananda combined the
reforms of the Brahmo Samaj movement with the mystic teachings of the Bengali saint
Ramakrishna. Founder of the Vedanta Society in New York in 1895 and of the Ramakrishna
Mission in India in 1897, as a charismatic seeker he awakened yoga from eastern hibernation
and created the spark for western yoga enthusiasm.
Swami Satyananda Saraswati, Four Chapters on Freedom: Commentary on the Yoga
Sutras of Patanjali. This translation represents the tradition of Swami Sivananda Saraswati of
Rishikesh of Northern India. Swami Satyananada was very close to Swami Sivananda and in
turn published more than 80 yoga texts. Since 1956 he founded several charitable movements
that disseminated yoga throughout the world initiating female and foreign sannyasins.
B.K.S. Iyengar, Light on the Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali. Notorious world wide for his
influence on contemporary postural yoga, he was one of the earliest students of Tirumalai
Krishnamacarya often considered the ‘father of modern yoga’. A tradition that he represented
first in popularizing yoga in India and then around the world. Considered by Time Magazine
one of the 100 most influential people of the world in 2004. Since his death, at age 95, in august
2014, the mass media have been particularly active in reiterating his fame as a seeker and
practitioner.
Yohanan Grinshpon, Silence Unheard. His translation at the end of the text is in
accordance with classical Sāmkhya. He embraces the contradictions between philosophical
scholars and yoga practitioners by interpreting the major sūtras in four voices: 1- an
intellectual, 2- a Sāṅkhya philosopher, 3- one familiar with yoga practice, 4 - a witness of yogic
experience. In my synoptic elaboration, I have chosen the second and forth voices that are the
most peculiar and intriguing.
Edwin F. Bryant, The Yoga Sūtras of Patañjali : a New Edition, Translation, and
Commentary with insights from the traditional commentators. This is the most up to date text in
English and is also a very useful comparison for the other four. Bryant bridges the gap between
classical yoga commentators and modern critical scholars.
My initial project began by comparing and contrasting their translations. Their differences
had to have some type of significance, how could they be interpreted? Had words been added?
What presumptions/intentions were implied? Should one be looking for their prayojanan? I
began elaborating a word-by-word synoptic collation of the chosen translations. In so doing my
focus gradually sifted as I began observing that the verbs employed had different connotations.
Considering that in the original text, written in sūtras, there is a rare usage of predicates, as
White notices: “there are only four verbs in the entire work”2, the idea of extrapolating the verbs
employed and confronting them, became my new working method. This explains the title of this
study, the translators/commentators had integrated/reinterpreted the original text by inserting
verbs.
There were several steps employed in exploring the patterns of this comparative study.
First, each of the five translations was identified and a parallel list was formed for each sūtra.
Then, the verbs chosen by each translator were extrapolated and enumerated at the end of each
heading. The relation between the choices was sought, if there were significant differences
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mainly in the predicates inserted and/or in the nouns and central concepts. The
comparison/contrast of the verbs, side-by-side, especially when the sentence structure was
similar, is quite evident. An ulterior step was to focus on the recorded predicates in search of
new meanings and to comment on what had been observed. This was possible for only in a
limited number of sūtras. But it could and should possibly be continued.
In the synoptic word-by-word elaboration from Sanskrit of Iyengar’s and Bryant’s
translations, I have used the following abbreviations: I. for Iyengar and B. for Bryant. I have not
altered their transliteration even if different from the one I have chosen. Both use an accent on
top of the ‘m’ consonant when needed instead of underneath as appears in Prof. Squarcini’s
critical transliteration.
Since the word-by-word comparison employed in the Samadhi Pāda was not strictly
necessary in the collation of the sentence translations I didn’t continue in the Sadhana Pāda.
This also allowed me to focus entirely on extrapolating the verbs inserted by observing the
entire sequence of the five translations from a bird’s eye, verbal point of view. The last
paragraph of each heading starts with my initials B.W., verbs inserted are listed and then the
ulterior comments.
For each sūtra the translations are in chronological order Vivekananda (V.), Satyananda
(S.), Iyengar (I.), Grinshpon (G.) e Bryant (B.). Their abbreviations are in parenthesis. I used
G2. for Grinsphon’s second interpretation. The verbs in each sūtra are evidenced in blue and so
are any other substantial differences perceived. When the same verb is repeated, I have noted
the number of times. A short summary of the significant observations is found at the end of
each pāda.
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YOGA SŪTRAS of PATAÑJALI
SAMĀDHI PĀDA
Sūtra I.1 atha yogānuśāsanam
atha: I. now, auspiciousness, a prayer, a blessing, benediction, authority, a good omen, B. now; yoga:
I. joining, union, junction, combination, application, use, means, result, deep meditation,
concentration, contemplation of the Supreme Spirit, B. yoga;
anuśāsana: I. advice, direction, order, command, instructions, laying down rules and precepts, a
revised text, introduction, or guide given in procedural form, B. teachings.
V: Now concentration is explained.
S: Now therefore complete instructions regarding yoga.
I: With prayers for divine blessings, now begins an exposition of the sacred art of yoga.
G: Now the explanation of the yogin’s world (in terms of Sāṅkhya). Now the explanation of the
inexplicable silence of the yogin immersed in innerness, in terms of disintegration of subject
(purusha) and object (prakriti).
G2. Now the explanation of silence.
B: Now, the teachings of yoga [are presented].
B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘is explained’, ‘[are presented]’.
Several equivalents are chosen here by our authors to designate yoga. ‘Concentration’, ‘sacred art’,
‘silence’, ‘innerness’ and also ‘disintegration of subject (purusha) and object (prakriti)’. Iyengar
evokes ‘prayers for divine blessings’ as a beginning of his translation according to a religious tradition
that he adds to the text but that, in fact, is not there.
Sūtra I.2 yogaś cittavṛttinirodhaḥ
Yoga: I. union or integration from the outermost layer to the innermost self, that is, from the skin to the
muscles, bones, nerves, mind, intellect, will, consciousness and self, B. yoga; citta: I. consciousness,
which is made up of three factors: mind (manas), intellect (buddhi) and ego (ahaṁkāra). Citta is the
vehicle of observation, attention, aims and reason; it has three functions, cognition, conation, or
volition, and motion, B. the mind; vṛtti: I. state of mind, fluctuations in mind, course of conduct,
behavior, a state of being, mode of action, movement, function, operation, B. fluctuation, state;
nirodha: I. obstruction, stoppage, opposition, annihilation, restraint, control, cessation, B. restraint,
control.
V. Yoga is restraining the mind-stuff (chitta) from various forms (vṛtti).
S. To block the patterns of consciousness is yoga.
I. Yoga is the cessation of movements in the consciousness.
G. Yoga is the end of any mind activity.
G2. Yoga is the icy silence of postdisintegration.
B. Yoga is the stilling of the changing states of the mind.
B.W. The verbs inserted: ‘is restraining’, ‘to block’, ‘is..[cessation]’,‘is..[the end]’,‘is stilling’.
All these verbs have various nuances, they are close in meaning but not the same.
The words chitta vṛtti are separated in ‘mind-stuff (chitta) from various forms (vṛtti)’, and in
‘postdisintegration’; instead they are held together in ‘patterns of consciousness’, ‘movements of
consciousness’, ‘mind activity’ and ‘changing states of mind’.
Sūtra I.3 tadā draṣṭuḥ svarūpe´vasthānam
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Tadā: I. then, at that time, B. then, at that point; draṣṭṛ: I. the soul, the seer, B. of the seer, of the soul;
svarūpa: I. in his own, in his state, B. in its own real essential nature; avasthāna: I. rests, abides,
dwells, resides, radiates, B. abiding, remaining, being absorbed in.
V. At the same time (the time of concentration) the seer (the Puraṣa) rests in his own
(unmodified) state.
S. Then the seer is established (abides) in his own essential nature.
I. Then, the seer dwells in his own true splendor.
G. At this moment (of liberation), the seer exists in his own nature.
G2. Liberated, the seer is alone, and the seen as well.
G3. At the moment of release and icy silence, the light of consciousness turns upon itself.
B. When that is accomplished, the seer abides in it’s own true nature.
B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘rests’, ‘is, ‘dwells’, ‘exists’,’is’, ‘turns upon’,’is accomplished’, ‘abides’. The
seer ’rests’,’is’,’dwells’,’exists’, ‘abides’ in his ‘essential nature’, ‘true splendor’, ‘own true nature’
that in G. transmutes in ‘liberated, released’. Only Vivekananda specifies the seer as Puraṣa,
Sūtra I.4 vṛttisārūpyām itaratra
Vṛtti: I. behaviour, fluctuation, modificatio, function, state of mind, B. fluctuation;
sārūpya: I. identification, likeness, closeness, nearness, B. identification; itaratra:
I. at other times, elsewhere, B. otherwise, at other times.
V. At other times (other than that of concentration) the seer is identified with the modifications.
S. Or there is identification with the modifications of chitta.
I. At other times, the seer identifies with the fluctuating consciousness.
G. In conditions other than that, the seer is (as it were) identical with his mind activities.
G2. In the prerelease state, the seer is not separated from the seen.
G3. Ordinary life is the ongoing process of the subject in contact with objects.
B. Otherwise, at other times, [the seer] is absorbed in the changing states [of the mind].
B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘is identified’, ‘is’,’identifies’, ‘is’, ‘is…[not] separated’, ‘is’,’is absorbed’.
Only in G2.’s prelease state is the ‘seer not separated from the seen’.
Sūtra I.5

vṛttayaḥ pañcatayyaḥ kliṣṭākliṣṭāḥ

vṛttayaḥ I. modifications, movements, B. the changing states of mind; pañcataya: fivefold; kliṣṭa: I.
afflicting, tormenting, distressing, painful, B. detrimental, harmful, damaging, afflicted akliṣṭāḥ: I.
untroubling, undisturbing, unafflicting, undistressing, pleasing, B. nondetrimental, unafflicted.
V. There are five classes of modification, painful and not painful.
S. Modifications of mind are fivefold; they are painful or not painful.
I. The movements of consciousness are fivefold.They maybe cognizable or non-cognizable,
painful or non-painful.
G. Mind activities are painful or non painful.
G2.The motions of the mind- whether painful or unpainful - are to be abolished.
B.There are five kinds of changing states of the mind, and they are either detrimental or
nondetrimental, [to the practice of yoga].
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B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘are’ is used 7 times, ‘are to be abolished’. Often verbs have to do with actions.
The ‘to be’ verb has been chosen by all the authors describing a state of being.
Sūtra I.6 pramāṇaviparyayavikalpanidrāsmṛtayaḥ
pramāṇa: I. valid knowledge, experienced knowledge, correct knowledge which is studied and
verified, proof, or evidence, B. epistemology, source of right knowledge; viparyaya: I. inverted,
perverse, contrary, B. error; vikalpa: I. doubt, indecision, hesitation, fancy, imagination, or
daydreaming, B. imagination, fancy; nidrā: I. sleep, a state of emptiness, B. sleep; smṛti: memory.
V. (These are) right knowledge, indiscrimination, verbal delusion, sleep, and memory.
S. The fivefold modifications of mind are right knowledge, wrong knowledge, fancy, sleep and
memory.
I. They are caused by correct knowledge, illusion, delusion, sleep, and memory.
G. Correct modes of normal cognition are lumped together with other -less respectable -modes
as mind activities to be abolished.
G.2 Mind activities of many kinds are considered noises of mind, and are to be silenced.
B. [These five vṛtti are] right knowledge, error, imagination, sleep, and memory.
B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘are’ is used by 4 (out of 6) translations; G.: ‘are lumped’, ‘to be abolished’, ‘are
considered’, ‘are to be silenced’. Either ‘to be’ or passive verbs have been chosen: ‘are lumped’, ‘to be
abolished’, ‘are considered’, ‘are to be silenced’.
Sūtra I.7 pratyakṣānumānāgamāh pramāṇāni
pratyakṣa: I. direct perception, B. sense perception; anumāna: I. inference, B. inference, logic;
āgamāh: I. traditional sacred texts or scriptural references, a person who is a scriptural authority and
whose word can be relied on, B. testimony, verbal communication; pramāṇāni: I. kinds of proof, B.
epistemology.
V. Direct perception, inference, and competent evidence, are proofs.
S. Direct cognition, inference and testimony are the sources of right knowledge.
I. Correct knowledge is direct, inferred or proven as factual.
G. The correct sources of cognition are perception, reasoning, and reliable tradition.
G.2 Normal functions of the mind - however venerated as valid, right means of knowledge - are
to be silenced along with other, less venerated ones.
B. Right knowledge consists of sense perception, logic, and verbal testimony.
B.W. Verbs inserted: ‘are’ used 3 times, ‘is’, once, ‘are to be silenced’,’consists’.
Sūtra I.8 viparyayo mithyājñānam atadrūpapratiṣṭham
Viparyaya: I. perverse, unreal, B. error; mithyā: I. illusory, B.false; jñāna: B. knowledge;
atadrūpa: I. not in its own form atat: B. not that, incorrect; rūpa: B. form; prathiṣṭa:
I. occupying, standing, seeing, beholding, B. established in.
V. Indiscrimination is false knowledge not established in real nature.
S. Wrong conception is false knowledge which is not based on its own form.
I. Illusory or erroneous knowledge is based on non-fact or non-real.
G. Wrong cognition is representation of a thing not as it is in reality.
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G 2. Mind activities leading to wrong cognition are to be abolished (silenced), as are mind
activities leading to correct cognition.
B. Error is false knowledge stemming from the incorrect apprehension [of something].
B.W. Verbs: ‘is….established’, ‘is’ used many times, ‘is based’ used twice, ‘are to be abolished
(silenced)’, ‘are’.
Sūtra I.9

śabdajñānānupātī vastuśūnyo vikalpaḥ

śabda: B. words; jñāna: B. knowledge, śabdajñāna: I. verbal knowledge anupātin: I. followed in
sequence, pursued, phased in regular succession, B. resulting from, followed in sequence; vastu: B.
actual object ; śūnyaḥ: B. devoid of; vastuśūnya: I. devoid of things, devoid of substance or meaning
vikalpaḥ: I. imagination, fancy, B. conceptualization, fancy, imagination; here figurative language.
V. Verbal delusion follows from words having no (corresponding) reality.
S. Following upon knowledge through words but empty of an object is fancy.
I. Verbal knowledge devoid of substance is fancy or imagination.
G. Vikalpa is a cognition devoid of a real object, cognition which follows mere words.
G2. Mind activities engaged in mere words, which do not correspond to things, are “empty
cognition” (vikalpa).
B. Imagination consists of the usage of words that are devoid of an actual object.
B.W. Verbs: ‘follows’ 2 times, ‘is’ 3 times,’are’, ‘consists’, ‘are devoid’.
‘Verbal delusion’ is used only by Vivekananda, what does he imply?
Sūtra I.10

abhāvapratyayālambanā vṛttir nidrā

abhāva: I. non-existence, a feeling of non-being, absence of awareness, B. absence; pratyaya: I. going
towards conviction, trust, confidence, reliance, usage, knowledge, understanding, instrument, means,
intellect, B. cause; ālambana: I. support, abode, dependence on a prop, mental exercise to bring before
one’s thoughts the gross form of the eternal, B. support, basis; vṛtti I. function, condition, thoughtwave, B. state of mind; nidrā: I. sleep without dreams, B. sleep.
V. Sleep is a vṛtti which embraces the feeling of voidness.
S. Sleep is the vṛtti of absence of mental contents for its support.
I. Sleep is the non-deliberate absence of thought-waves or knowledge.
G. Mind activities during sleep have nonexistence as their basis.
B. Deep sleep is that state of mind which is based on an absence [of any content].
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘embraces’, ‘have’, ‘is based’.
Grinsphon‘s ‘have nonexistence as their basis’ is most particular, does he want to be understood?
Sūtra I.11

anubhūtaviṣayāṣaṁpramoṣaḥ smṛtiḥ

Anubhūta: I. perceived, apprehended, experienced, knowledge derived from direct perception,
inference and comparison, verbal knowledge, B. experienced; viṣaya: I. an object, a sense of object, an
affair, a transaction, B. sense objects; asaṁpramoṣa: I. not allowing to slip away, without stealing
from anything else, B. not slipping away, retention; smṛtiḥ: I. memory of a thing experienced,
recollection of words or experiences, B. memory.
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V. Memory is when the (vṛtti of) perceived subjects do not slip away (and through impressions
come back to consciousness).
S. Not letting the experienced objects escape from the mind is memory.
I. Memory is the unmodified recollection of words and experiences.
G. Memory is the preservation of an object experienced in the past.
B. Memory is the retention of [images of] sense objects that have been experienced.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is…do...slip away’, ‘come back to’,’letting…escape…is’, ‘is’used 3 times, ‘have been
esperienced’.
Sūtra I.12

abhyāsavairāgyābhyāṁ tannirodhaḥ

abhyāsa: I. repeated practice, B. practice; vairāgyābhyāṁ: I. freedom from desires, detachment,
renunciation, B. dispassion, renunciation, nonattachment tat: B. their (the vṛtti state of mind); nirodha:
B. controlled, restrained; tannirodhaḥ I. their restraint
V. Their control is by practice and non-attachment.
S. The stopping of that (five vṛtti) by repeated practice and vairagya.
I. Practice and detachment are the means to still the movements of consciousness.
G. The extinction of all mind activities is carried out by exercise and detachment.
B. [The vṛtti state of mind] are stilled by practice and dispassion.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘are…to still’, ‘is carried out’,’are stilled’.
Sūtra I.13

tatra sthitau yatno´bhyāsaḥ

tatra: I. of these, under these circumstances, in that case, B. of these [abhyāsa and vairāgya]
sthitau: I. as regards steadiness, as regards perfect restraint, B. in the matter of steadfastness
yatna: I. continuous effort, B. effort abhyāsa: I. practice, B. practice
V. Continuous struggle to keep them (the vṛtti) perfectly restrained is practice.
S. Of the two (said in the previous sutra) to be established in the endeavor is abhyasa.
I. Practice is the steadfast effort to still these fluctuations.
G. Yogic effort aims at the maintenance of silence (the extinction of mind activities).
G 2.Yogic practice minimizes the fluctuations of mind and body.
B. From these, practice is the effort to be fixed in concentrating the mind.
B.W. Verbs employed: ‘to keep…restrained’, ‘is’, ‘to be established’, ‘is’, ‘is…to still’, ‘aims at’,
‘minimizes’, ‘is…to be fixed’.
Here G. is the only translator who speaks of ‘maintenance of silence (extinction of mind activities)’,
and ‘fluctuations of mind and body’.
Sūtra I.14

sa tu dīrghakālādaranairantaryasatkārāsamskārasevito dṛḍhabhūmiḥ

sa: I. this B. saḥ it [practice] tu: I. and B. but dīrgha: I. dīrghakāla: for a long time, B. dīrgha:
prolonged kāla: B. period of time nairantarya: I. without interruption, continuous, B. uninterruptedly
satkāra: I. dedication, devotion, B. reverence āsevita: I. zealously practiced, performed assiduously,
B. attended to, cultivated, practiced, dṛḍhabhūmiḥ: I. of firm ground, firmly rooted, well fixed dṛḍha:
B. firm bhūmiḥ B. ground
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V. Its ground becomes firm by long, constant efforts with great love (for the end to be attained).
S. It becomes firmly grounded by being continued for a long time with reverence without
interruption.
I. Long, uninterrupted, alert practice is the firm foundation for restraining the fluctuations.
G. Yogic practice exercised for a long time, ceaselessly, and in earnest becomes firmly grounded
(well-established).
B. Practice becomes firmly established when it has been cultivated uninterruptedly and with
devotion over a prolonged period of time.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becomes’, ‘to be attained’, ‘being continued’, ‘becomes
’restraining’,’becomes grounded’, ‘becomes established’, ‘has been cultivated’.
Sūtra I.15

grounded’,’is’,

dṛṣṭānuśravikaviṣayavitṛṣṇasya vaśīkārasaṁjñā vairāgyam

dṛṣṭa: I. perceptible, visible, B.visible, perceptible ānuśravika: I. heard or listening, resting on the
Vedas or on tradition according to oral testimony, B: heard about [from Vedic scriptural revelation]
viṣaya: I. a thing, an object of enjoyment, matter, B. sensual objects vitṛṣṇasya: I. freedom from desire,
contentment, B. from one who is freed from craving vaśīkāra: I. subjugation, supremacy, bringing
under control, B. subdue, exert control saṁjñā: I. consciouness, intellect, understanding, B.
consciousness vairāgya: I. absence of worldly desires and passions, dispassion, detachment,
indifference to the world, renunciation, B. renunciation, dispassion
V. That effort which comes to those who have given up their thirst after objects either seen or
heard, and which wills to control the objects, is non-attachment.
S. When an individual becomes free of cravings for the sense objects which he has experienced
as well as those of which he has heard, that state of consciousness is vairayga.
I. Renunciation is the practice of detachment from desires.
G. Observing dissociation from objects, the yogin feels powerful and free.
G 2. Detachment is independence and freedom.
B. Dispassion is the controlled consciousness of one who is without craving for sense objects,
whether these are actually perceived, or described [in scripture].
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘given up’, ‘wills to control’, ‘is’, ‘becomes’, ’has expeienced’ , ‘has heard, ‘is’,
‘is’, ‘feels’, ‘is’, ‘is’, ‘is craving’,’are perceived.. described’.
Sūtra I.16 tatparaṃ puruṣakhyāter guṇavaitṛṣṇyam
tat: I. tatparaṁ: that highest, that most excellent, the ultimate, the best, the purest, the supreme
B. that [renunciation] paraṁ: B. higher puruṣakhyāteḥ: I. the highest knowledge of the soul,
perception of the soul puruṣa: B. the soul, self, innermost consciousness khyāteḥ: B. knowledge,
perception guṇa: B. qualities of sattva, ragas, and tamas vaitṛṣṇya: B. indifference guṇavaitṛṣṇyam I.
indifference to the qualities of nature, inertia or dormancy (tamas), passion or vibrance (ragas) and
luminosity or serenity (sattva).
V. That extreme non-attachment, giving up even the qualities, shows (the real nature of) the
Puruṣa.
I. The ultimate renunciation is when one transcends the qualities of nature and perceives the
soul.
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S. That is highest in which there is freedom from the desire for gunas on account of the
knowledge of purusha.
G. Ultimate detachment is awareness of mastery of one free of attachment to things heard about
and seen. And (this detachment) signifies absence of thirst for the very action of the guṇas.
G 2. True vision of the pure subject (purusha) is a powerful cognition. It overcomes the lethal
attraction for natural combinations and confusions.
B. Higher than renunciation is indifference to the guṇas [themselves]. This stems from the
perception of the puruṣa, soul.
B.W. Verbs: ‘giving up’, ‘shows’, ‘is’, ‘transcends’, ‘perceives’, ‘is, ‘is, ‘is’, ‘heard, ‘seen’, ‘signifies’,
‘is’, overcomes’, ‘is’, ‘stems’.
Sūtra I.17 vitarkavicārānandāsmitārūpānugamāt samprajñātaḥ
Vitarka: I. analytical thinking or analytical thought, argument, inference, conjecture, B. absorption
with physical awareness, vicāra: I. reason, meditation, insight, perfect intelligence where all logic
comes to an end, B. absorption with suble awareness, ānanda: I. elation, bliss, felicity B. absorption
with bliss asmitā: I. asmitārūpa: consciousness of being one with oneself B. absorption with the sense
of I-ness rūpa: B. form anugamāt: I. by accompanying, by following, comprehending, grasping B.
accompanied by saṁprajñāta: I. distinguish, know actually, know accurately B. a type of state [which
still uses the mind and an object of meditation].
V. The concentration called right know-ledge is that which is followed by reasoning,
discrimination, bliss, unqualified ego.
S. Saṁprajñāta yoga constitutes association respectively with reasoning, reflection, bliss and
sense of individuality.
I. Practice and detachment develop four types of samādhi: self-analysis, synthesis, bliss, and the
experience of pure being.
G. By virtue of association with gross reasoning, abstract (subtle) thinking, feeling of joy, and
sense of ego, there is yogic discipline and samādhi called “cognitive” (saṁprajñātaḥ).
G 2. There are yogins absolutely empty and silent, and there are others seen to undergo processes
of cognition, feeling.
B. Saṁprajñāta [samādhi] consists of [the consecutive] mental stages of absorption with
physical awareness, absorption with subtle awareness, absorption with bliss, and absorption with
the sense of I-ness.
B.W. verbs: ‘is’, ‘constitutes’,’develop’,’is’, ‘are’, ‘are’,’to undergo’,’consist’.
Saṁprajñātaḥ for V. is ‘concentration called right know-ledge’, instead for S. it is yoga. Only V. uses
the term ‘unqualified’ to describe ego.
Sūtra I.18 virāmapratyayābhyāsapūrvaḥ saṃskāraśeṣo ´nyaḥ
virāma: I. rest, repose, pause, B. termination, cessation pratyaya: I. going towards, firm conviction,
reliance, confidence, usage, practice, a cause instrument, means, device, B. idea, notion, thought
abhyāsa: I. practice, B. practice pūrva: I. before, old, previous, foregoing, B. previous saṁskāra:
B. mental imprints, memories, subconscious impressions śeṣaḥ: I. saṁskāraśeṣaḥ: balance of
subliminal impressions, B. remainder anyaḥ: I. other, another, different, B. the other [samādhi,
asaṁprajñāta -samādhi]
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V. There is another Samādhi which is attained by the constant practice of cessation of all mental
activity, in which the Chitta retains only the unmanifested impressions.
S. The other samādhi (asaṁprajñāta) is preceded by a continued study of stopping the content of
the mind. In it the mind remains in the forms of traces.
I. The void arising in these experiences is another samādhi. Hidden impressions lie dormant, but
spring up during moments of awareness, creating fluctuations and disturbing the purity of the
consciousness.
G. The other (type of yoga samādhi) is preceded by exercises towards the cessation of verbalized
mind activities, and is grounded in the remaining saṁskāras.
B. The other samādhi [asaṁprajñāta-samādhi] is preceded by cultivating the determination to
terminate [all thoughts]. [In this state] only latent impressions remain.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘is attained’, ‘retains’, ‘is preceded’, ‘stopping’,‘remains’, ‘arising’, ‘lie’, ‘spring up’,
‘disturbing’, ‘is preceded’, ‘is grounded’, ‘is preceded’, ‘to terminate’, ‘remain’.
Both S. and B. specify asaṁprajñāta-samādhi in parenthesis or brackets, not so the others.
Sūtra I.19 bhavapratyayo videāhaprakṛtilayānām
bhava: I. arising or produced from, originating in, state of being, existence, origin, true condition, real
disposition, B. becoming, material existence, birth pratyaya: I. going towards, firm conviction, usage,
means, device, B. idea, cause videha:I. incorporeal, without material existence, but an existence in
contemplation of the law (the law of nature and of the spirit), B. unembodied, without a gross body
prakṛtilayānām: I. merged in nature, B. of those [entities] merged in matter
V. (This Samādhi, when not followed by extreme non-attachment) becomes the cause of the remanifestation of the gods and of those that become merged in nature.
S. The videha and prakṛtilaya yogis have birth as the cause of asaṁprajñāta samādhi. (This is
bhavapratyaya asaṁprajñāta samādhi).
I. In this state, one may experience bodilessness, or become merged in nature. This may lead to
isolation or to a state of loneliness.
G. For those bodiless yogis absorbed in prakriti there is existence in thought only.
B. For [some], those who are unembodied and those who are merged in matter, [the state of
saṁprajñāta is characterized] by absorption in [subtle] states of prakṛti.
B.W. Verbs: ‘followed’, ‘becomes’, ‘have’, ‘is’, ‘become’, ‘may lead’, ‘absorbed’, ‘is’, ‘are
unembodied’, ‘are merged’, ‘is characterized’.
Only for V. this Samādhi becomes the ‘cause of the remanifestation of the gods’. In S. his use of
‘bhavapratyaya asaṁprajñāta samādhi’, seems contradictory. If virāmapratyaya occurs only in
asaṁprajñāta samādhi, how can bhavapratyaya be placed next to or considered part of asaṁprajñāta
samādhi?
Sūtra I.20 śraddhāvīryasmṛtisamādhiprajnāpūrvaka itareṣām
Śraddhā: I. trust which comes from revelation, faith, confidence, reverence, vigor, physical and moral
strength, mental power, energy, valour, B. faith vīrya: I. vigour, physical and moral strength, mental
power, energy, valor, B.vigor; smṛti: I. memory, recollection, B. memory samādhi: I. profound
meditation, supreme devotion, identification of the contemplator with the subject of contemplation,
perfect absorption of thoughts, B. absorption prajnā: I. awareness of real knowledge acquired through
intense contemplation, B. discernment pūrvaka: I. previous, prior, first, B. preceded by itareṣām: I.
another, rest, different from, whereas, B. for others.
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V. To others (this Samādhi) comes through faith, energy, memory, concentration, and
discrimination of the real.
S. Others (other than disembodied and merged into prakṛti) attain to asaṁprajñāta samādhi
through the stages of faith, strong will, memory and intelligence derived from saṁprajñāta
samādhi respectively.
I. Practice must be pursued with trust, confidence, vigor, keen memory and power of absorption
to break this spiritual complacency.
G. Others reach that condition (of asaṁprajñāta-samādhi) preceded by faith, power, memory,
samādhi, and understanding.
B. [But] for others, [the state where only subconscious impressions remain] is preceded by faith,
vigor, memory, samādhi absorption, and discernment.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘disembodied’, ‘merged’, ‘attain’, ‘derived’, ‘be pursued’, ‘reach’, ‘preceded’,
‘remain’.
Normally Satyananda and Grinsphon have different interpretations, here instead they both mention
asaṁprajñāta-samādhi as an ulterior stage, with memories of saṁprajñāta samādhi.
Sūtra I.21 tīvrasaṁvegānām āsannah
tīvra: I. vehement, intense, severe, sharp, acute, supreme, poignant, B. keen saṁvegānām: I. those
who are quick, cheerful ( saṁvega is a technical word like saṁyama see III 4, B. for those with
intensity āsanna: I. drawn near, approached , near in time, place or number, B. near, proximate
V. Success is speeded for the extremely energetic.
S. Those who have an intense urge attain asaṁprajñāta samādhi very soon.
I. The goal is near for those who are supremely vigorous and intense in practice.
G. For those relentless and determinate - ultimate (asaṁprajñāta) samādhi comes soon.
B. [This state of samprajñāta] is near for those who apply themselves intensely.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘have’,’attain’,’is’,’are’, ‘comes’,’is’.
Again both Satyananda e Grindphon emphasize ‘asaṁprajñāta’, that is attainable very soon if...
Bryant says the opposite.
Sūtra I.22 mṛdumadhyādhimātratvāt tato ´pi viśeṣaḥ
mṛdu: I. soft, feeble, mild, fickle, B. mild madhya: I. middle, intermediate, moderate, average,
B. middling adhimatratva: I. ardent, steady minded, keen, B. because of intensity tataḥ: I. thence,
further, B. from this, consequently api: I. also, B. also viśeṣa: I. differentiation B. distinction
V. They again differ according as the means are mild, medium or supreme.
S. With the intensity of urge rising through the mild, medium and strong conditions,
asaṁprajñāta samādhi can be reached sooner.
I. There are differences between those who are mild, average, and keen in their practices.
G. Another relevant distinction among yogis concerns degrees of intensity; yogic efforts are
mild, medium, or intense.
B. Even among these, there is further differentiation [of this intensity into degrees of] mild,
mediocre, and extreme.
B.W. Verbs: ‘differ’, ‘are’, ‘rising’,‘can be reached’, ‘are’, ‘are’, ‘concerns’, ‘are’, ‘is’.
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Here Satyananda is the only one who specifies ‘asaṁprajñāta samādhi’.
Sūtra I.23

īśvarapraṇidhānād vā

Īśvara: I. the Lord, God, and Universal Soul, B. the Lord praṇidhānā: by profound religious
meditation, contemplation, prayer, renunciation of the fruits of actions, B. from devotion, dedication
vā: I. or, B. or
V. Or by devotion to Īśvara.
S. Or by devotion to the Lord (asaṁprajñāta samādhi can be attained).
I. Or, the citta may be restrained by profound meditation upon God and total surrender to Him.
G. Or, by surrendering to Īśvara.
G2. By contact with a “perfect being,” deep silence comes into being.
B. Or, [this previously mentioned state is attainable] from devotion to the Lord.
B.W. Verbs: ‘can be attained’, ‘may be restrained’, ‘surrender’, ‘surrendering’, ‘comes’, ‘is attainable’.
Here we have opposites: ‘attain’, ‘restrain’, ‘surrender’.
Satyananda specifies the type of ‘samādhi’, ‘asaṁprajñāta samādhi’ that can be attained by
‘īśvarapraṇidhāna’, whereas Prof. Squarcini also considers ‘īśvarapraṇidhānā’ to be a means, an
ulterior support and should therefore be part of saṁprajñāta samādhi.
Sūtra I.24 kleśakarmavipākāśayair aparāmṛṣṭaḥ puruṣaviśeṣa īśvaraḥ
kleśa: I. affliction, pain, distress, pain from disease, B. obstacle to the practice of yoga; karman: I. act,
action, performance, B. action; vipākā: I. ripe, mature, result, B. fruition, maturing; āśayaiḥ: I. seat,
abode, reservoir, B. by the receptacle, storage or deposit of saṁskāras; aparāmṛṣṭa: I. untouched,
unaffected, in no way connected, B. untouched; puruṣaviśeṣaḥ: I. a special person, a distinct puruṣa,
or being, B. a special soul; Īśvara: I. God, B. the Lord
V. Īśvara (the Supreme Ruler) is a special Puruṣa, untouched by misery, the results of actions, or
desires.
S. God is a special soul untouched by afflictions, acts, their traces and their fruits.
I. God is a Supreme Being, totally free from conflicts, unaffected by actions and untouched by
cause and effect.
G. Untouched by the roots of misery, action, its fruits, and mental imprints, Īśvara is a special
purusha.
G2. Īśvara is a particular purusha unaffected by natural predispositions and by conditioning due
to past impressions and actions.
B. The Lord is a special soul. He is untouched by the obstacles [to the practice of yoga], karma,
the fructification [of karma], and subconscious predispositions.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is untouched’, ‘is untouched’,‘is free’,‘unaffected’,‘untouched’, ‘untouched’, ‘is, ‘is’
unaffected’, ‘is’, ‘is untouched’, ‘is’.
Sūtra I.25 tatra niratiśayaṃ sarvajñabījam
Tatra: I. therein, in Him, B. in him; niratiśaya: I. matchless, unsurpassed, unrivalled, B. unsurpassed;
sarvajña: I. all knowing, omniscient, all wise, B. omniscience; bījam: I. a seed, source, cause, origin,
beginning, B. seed
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V. In Him becomes infinite the all-knowingness which in others is (only) a germ.
S. In Ishwara there is the seed of limitless omniscience.
I. God is the unexcelled seed of all knowledge.
G. There the seed of omniscience is unsurpassed.
B. In him, the seed of omniscience is unsurpassed.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becomes’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘is unsurpassed’, ‘is unsurpassed’.
Sūtra I.26 sa pūrveṣām api guruḥ kālenānavacchedāt
pūrveṣām: I. first , foremost, B. of the ancients; api: I. also, too, besides, in addition to, B. also;
guruḥ: I. master, preceptor, B. guru, teacher; kālena: I. time, B. by time; anavaccheda: I. unbounded,
unlimited, uninterrupted, undefined, continuous, B. because of not being limited or conditioned by
V. He is the Teacher of even the ancient teachers, being not limited by time.
S. Not being limited by time he is the guru of the earliest gurus.
I. God is the first, foremost and absolute guru, unconditioned by time.
G. Since time is undivided (in the yogin’s eyes) he (Īśvara) is also the teacher (guru) of all those
(yogins) who lived in the past.
B. Īśvara was also the teacher of the ancients, because he is not limited by time.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘being’, ‘being’,’is’ used 6 times, ‘lived’, ‘was’.
Sūtra I.27

tasya vācakaḥ praṇavaḥ

tasya: I. Him B. his; vācaka: I. connoting, denoting, signifying sign, indicating; B. designation;
praṇava: I. the sacred syllable Āuṁ B. the mystical syllable oṁ
V. His manifesting word is OM.
S. Aum is the word denoting God.
I. He is represented by the sacred syllable āuṁ called praṇava.
G. He is denoted by the syllable oṁ.
B. The name designating him is the mystical syllable oṁ.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, used 4 times, ‘called’, ‘is denoted’, ‘designating’.
Sūtra I.28 tajjapas tadarthabhāvanam
Taj: I. that (āuṁ), B. its [of the syllable oṁ]; japas: I. muttering in an undertone, whispering,
repeating, B. repetition; tadarthabhāvana: I. its aim, its purpose, its meaning with feeling, realizing its
full significance; tat: B. its [of the syllable oṁ] artha: B. meaning bhāvana: B. dwelling upon
V. The repetition of this (Om) and meditating on its meaning (is the way).
S. That (the word Aum) should be recited repeatedly while dwelling mentally on its meaning.
I. The mantra āuṁ is to be repeated constantly, with feeling, realizing its full significance.
G. The meditative repetition of that syllable brings about its meaning.
B. Its repetition and the contemplation of its meaning [should be performed].
B.W. Verbs: ‘meditating’, ‘is’, ‘should be recited’, ‘dwelling’, ‘is to be repeated’,’realizing’, ‘brings’
’should be performed’.
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Sūtra I.29 tataḥ pratyakcetanādhigamo ´py antarāyābhāś ca
tataḥ: I. then B. from this; pratyakcetanā: I. individual soul, introspective mind; pratyak: B. inner
cetanā: B. consciousness; adhigama: I. to find, discover, accomplish, acquire mastery, B. realization;
api: I. also, too, B. also; antarāya: I. intervention, interference, impediment, hindrance, obstacle, B.
interrruptions; abhāva: I. absence, B. absence; ca: I and, B. also, as well
V. From that is gain (the knowledge of) introspection, and the destruction of obstacles.
S. From that practice the consciousness turns inward and the obstacles are overcome.
I. Meditation on God with the repetition of āuṁ removes obstacles to the mastery of the inner
self.
G. Surrender to the perfected being- Īśvara- brings about vision of the true self and the yogin
overcomes obstacles.
G2. Meditative repetition of the syllable oṁ generates the yogin’s self-understanding.
B. From this comes the realization of the inner consciousness and freedom from all disturbances.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is gain’, ‘turns’, ‘are overcome’, ‘removes’, Surrender’, ‘brings about’, ‘overcomes’,
‘generates’, ‘comes’.
Sūtra
I.30
vyādhistyānasaṁśayapramādālasyāviratibhrāntidarśanālabdhabhūmikatvaanavasthitatvāni cittavikṣepās te ´ntarāyāḥ
vyādhi:I. disease, B. disease; styāna: lack of perseverance, lack of interest sluggishness, mental
laziness, B. idleness, apathy; saṁśaya: doubt, indecision, B. indecision, doubt; pramāda: I.
intoxication,carelessness, negligence, inattentiveness, inadvertence, B. carelessness, negligence; ālasya:
I. idleness, physical laziness, B. sloth; avirati: incontinence, lacking in moderation or control, sensual
gratification, B. lack of detachment; bhrāntidarśana: I. living under illusion, mistaken notion, B.
confusion, error of perception; alabdhabhūmikatva: I. missing the point, inability to hold on to what is
achieved, disappointment in one’s desired object; alabdha: B. not obtaining bhūmikatva place,
ground, not attaining a base [for concentration]; anavasthitatva: I. an unsettled state, inability to
maintain the achieved progress, B. instability; cittavikṣepās: I. a scattered or oscillating mind causing
distraction in the consciousness, B. mind distractions; te: I. B. these; antarāya: I. obstacles,
impediments, B. the disturbances.
V. Disease, mental laziness, doubt, calmness cessation, false perception, non-attaining
concentration, and falling away from the state when obtained, are the obstructing distractions.
S. Disease, dullness, doubt, procrastination, laziness, craving, erroneous perception, inability to
achieve finer stages, and instability are the obstacles.
I. These obstacles are disease, inertia, doubt, heedlessness, laziness, indiscipline of the senses,
erroneous views, lack of perseverance, and backsliding.
G. The obstacles are mind distractions (caused by) disease, idleness, doubt, intoxication, sloth,
lack of detachment, incorrect vision, failure to obtain the appropriate level of expertise,
instability.
B. These disturbances are disease, idleness, doubt, carelessnes, sloth, lack of detachment,
misapprehension, failure to attain a base for concentration, and instability. They are distractions
for the mind.
B.W. Verbs: ‘attaining’, ‘falling away’, ‘to attain’,‘are’ used 6 times, ‘to achieve’.
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Sūtra I.31 duḥkhadaurmanasyāṅgamejayatvaśvāsapraśvāsā vikṣepasahabhuvaḥ
duḥkha: I. sorrow, pain, grief, distress, unhappiness, B. pain, suffering; daurmanasya: I. mental pain,
affliction, dejection, despair, B.dejection; aṅga ejayatva: I. unsteadiness of the body, B. trembling of
the limbs; śvāsa: I. B. inspiration; praśvāsa: I. B: expiration; vikṣepa: scattered, causing distraction, B.
distraction; sahabhuva: I. existing at the same time, side by side, accompanying, concurrent, B. occur
with, accompany.
V. Grief, mental distress, tremor of the body, irregular breathing, accompany non-retention of
concentration.
S. Pain, depression, shaking of the body, unrhythmic breathing are the accompanying symptoms
of mental distractions.
I. Sorrow, despair, unsteadiness of the body and irregular breathing further distract the citta.
G. Sorrow, dejection, trembling limbs, inhalation, and exhalation are associated with the
distractions of the mind.
B. Suffering, dejection, trembling, inhalation, and exhalation accompany the distractions.
B.W. Verbs: ‘accompany’, ‘are’, ‘distract’, ‘are associated’, ‘accompany’.
Vivekananda uses the terms ‘non-retention of concentration’, the others speak of distractions.
Sūtra I.32 tatpratiṣedhārtham ekatattvābhyāsaḥ
tadpratiṣedha: I. for their prevention; tat: B. their [these distractions and their accompaniments];
pratiṣedha: B. repel, eliminate, negate; artha: B. for the sake of; eka: I. B. one, single; tattva: I. a real
state, reality, truth, essential nature, the very essence, a principle, a doctrine, B. object; abhyāsa: I. B.
pratice.
V. To remedy this practice of one subject (should be made).
S. For removal of those (obstacles and accompanying symptoms) the practice of concentration on
one principle (is to be done).
I. Adherence to single-minded effort prevents these impediments.
G. For the restriction of these (distractions and obstacles) exercise (of concentration) over one
entity (is recommended).
B. Practice [of fixing the mind] on one object [should be performed] in order to eliminate these
disturbances.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(should be made)’, ‘(is to be done)’, ‘prevents’, ‘exercise’, ‘(is recommended)’,
‘[fixing]’, ‘[should be performed].
Sūtra I.33 matrīkaruṇāmuditopekṣāṇāṃ sukhaduḥkhapuṇyāpuṇyaviṣayāṇāṃ
bhāvanātaś cittaprasādanam
matrī: I. friendliness, B. frienship; karuṇā: compassion, mercy, B. compassion muditā: I. gladness, joy,
B. joy; upekṣānām: I. to be indifferent, and apathetic, to look at things without interest, B. equanimity,
indifference ; sukha: I. B. happiness; duḥkha: I. sorrow, B. suffering; puṇya: I. B. virtue, virtù;
apuṇya: I. B. vice; viṣayāṇāṁ: I. regarding an object, concerning a thing, B. toward objects;
bhāvanātas: I. conception, remembrance, infusion, recollection, thoughtfulness, B. from the mind-set
or attitude; cittaprasādana: I. graceful diffusion of the consciousness, favorable disposition, B. mind
lucidity.
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V. Friendship, mercy, gladness, indifference, being thought of in regard to subjects, happy,
unhappy, good and evil respectively, pacify the Chitta.
S. In relation to happiness, misery, virtue and vice, by cultivating the attitudes of friendliness,
compassion, gladness and indifference respectively, the mind becomes purified and peaceful.
I. Through cultivation of friendliness, compassion, joy, and indifference to pleasure and pain,
virtue and vice respectively, the consciousness becomes favourably disposed, serene and
benevolent.
G. Well- being of mind emerges from exercising friendship toward (people who experience)
pleasure, compassion, toward (those who undergo) pain, joy over the pure, and equanimity
toward vice.
G2. Ordinary people have natural feelings (such as envy) towards happy people, avoidance or
pity (towards unhappy ones), wonder (or doubt) towards saintly persons, and rejection or
criticism of evil ones. Yogins are different from ordinary people on account of their different
attitudes to many kinds of people.
B. By cultivating an attitude of friendship toward those who are happy, compassion toward those
in distress, joy toward those who are virtuous, and equanimity toward those who are nonvirtuous,
lucidity arises in the mind.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being thought of’,‘pacify’, ‘cultivating’,‘becomes’, ‘becomes’, ‘emerges’, ‘exercising’,
‘undergo’, ‘have’, ‘are’ 4 times,’cultivating’, ‘arises’.
Sūtra I.34 pracchardanavidhāraṇābhyāṃ vā prāṇasya
pracchardana: I. emitting, sending forth, discharging, expelling, exhalation, espirazione, B. by
exhaling; vidhāraṇa: restraining, maintaining supporting, executing; bhyāṃ: B. by retention; vā: or, an
optional so the power of choosing correctly, selection, alternatively, B. or; prāṇa: I.of breath, B. of the
breath
V. By throwing out and restraining the Breath.
S. Or by expiration and retention of breath (one can control the mind).
I. Or, by maintaining the pensive state felt at the time of soft and steady exhalation and during
passive retention after exhalation.
G. Or by (controlled) exhalation and retention of breath (the yogin obtains well-being of mind).
B. Or, [stability of mind is gained] by exhaling and retaining the breath.
B.W. Verbs: ‘throwing out’, ‘restraining’,‘can control’, maintaining’, ‘felt’, ‘obtains’, ‘is gained’,
exhaling’, ‘retaining’.
Only Iyengar describes in detail the pratice of exhalation as ‘at the time of soft and steady’, and also
‘during passive retention after exhalation’; the others merely mention retention of and/or restraining the
breath.
Sūtra I.35 viṣayavatī vā pravṛttir utpannā manasaḥ sthitinibandhanī
viṣayavatī: I. related to, attached to object, that which is perceived, B. containing a sense organ; vā: I.
B. or; pravṛtti: I. moving onwards, advancing, progressing, contemplating, devoting, applying B.
activity; utpannā: born, produced, acquired, accomplished B. arises; manas: I. mind, B. of the mind;
sthiti: I. state ; nibandhanī: I. origin, basis, foundation, binding togehter; sthitinibandhanī: B. causing
steadiness
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V. Those forms of concentration that bring extraordinary sense perceptions cause perseverence of
the mind.
S. Or else the mind can be made steady by bringing it into activity of sense experience.
I. Or, by contemplating an object that helps to maintain steadiness of mind and consciousness.
G. Or, there arises stability of mind accompanied by intense action on an object.
B. Or else, focus on a sense object arises, and this causes steadiness of the mind.
B.W. Verbs: ‘bring’, ‘cause’, ‘can be made’, ‘bringing’, ‘contemplating’, ‘helps’, ‘to maintain’,
‘arises’, ‘accompanied’, ‘focus on’, ‘arises’, ‘causes’.
What Grinsphon intends by ‘intense action on an object’ needs to be interpreted.
Sūtra I.36 viśokā vā jyotiṣmatī
viśokā: I. free from grief, sorrowless effulgent light, B. painless; vā: or; jyotiṣmatī: I. luminous , bright,
shing, possede of luminous bodies, a tranquil state of mind luminoso, B. effulgent, luminous
V. Or, (by the meditation ) the Effulgent One which is beyond all sorrow.
S. Or the luminous state which is beyond sorrow (can control the mind).
I. Or, inner stability is gained by contemplating a luminous, sorrowless, effulgent light.
G. Or, (an intense activity focused on an object) is efflulgent and painless (bringing about wellbeing, stabilization of mind).
B. Or [steadiness of mind is gained when] the mind is pain free and luminous.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘can control’, ‘is gained’, ‘contemplating’, ‘is..bringing’, ‘is gained’.
Sūtra I.37 vītarāgaviṣayaṃ vā cittam
vīta: I. devoid of, free from, B. without; rāga: desire, passion, love, affection, B. desire; viṣaya: I. B.
object; vā: I. B. or; citta: I. consciousness, B. mind .
V. Or (by meditation on) the heart that has given up all attachment to sense objects.
S. Or else (the mind can be brought under control) by making passionless persons the object for
concentrating the mind.
I. Or, by contemplating on enlightened sages who are free from desires and attachments, calm and
tranquil, or by contemplating divine objects.
G. Or, the mind (is stabilized) and devoid of attachment to (any) object.
B. Or [the mind becomes steady when it has] one who is free from desire as its object.
B.W. Verbs: ‘has given up’, ‘can be brought’, ‘making’, ‘concentrating’, ‘contemplating’, ‘are’,
‘contemplating’, ‘is stabilized’, ‘becomes’, ‘has’, ‘is’.
Here V. adds the ‘heart’ and I. ‘enlightened sages’ and also ‘divine objects’.
Sūtra I.38 svapnanidrājñānālambanaṃ vā
svapna: I. dream state, a state of delusion, B. dream; nidrā: I. sleep state, B. sleep; jñāna: wakeful
state, awareness, intelligent state, B. knowledge; ālambana: I. support, base, dependence or resting
upon, assistance, help, distinguishing the gross from the eternal, B. support; vā: or.
V. Or by meditating on the knowledge that comes in sleep.
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S. Or else (the mind can be made steady) by giving it the knowledge of dream or sleep for
support.
I. Or, by recollecting and contemplating the experiences of dream-filled or dreamless sleep during
watchful, waking state.
G. Or, (the mind becomes stabilized) having support in knowledge obtained in sleep and dream.
B. Or [the mind can become steady when it has] the knowledge attained from dreams and sleep as
its support.
B.W. Verbs: ‘meditating’, ‘comes’, ‘can be made’, ‘giving’, ‘recollecting’, ‘contemplating’, ‘becomes
stabilized’, ‘having’, ‘obtained’, ‘can become’, ‘has’, ‘attained’.
Sūtra I.39 yathābhimatadhyānād vā
Yathābhimata: I. that which is desirable, a selected thing, a pleasing thing, according to one’s wish or
taste; Yathā: B. according to abhimata: B. that which is agreeable dhyānāt: I. by meditation, B. from
meditation; vā: or.
V. Or by meditation on anything that appeals to one as good.
S. Or else by meditation as desired (mind can be steadied).
I. Or, by meditating on any desired object conducive to steadiness of consciousness.
G. Or by meditation on any object according to one’s desire.
B. Or, [steadiness of the mind is attained] from meditation upon anything of one’s inclination.
B.W. Verbs: ‘appeals’, ‘(can be steadied)’, ‘meditating’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra I.40 paramāṇuparama mahatvānto ´sya vaśīkāraḥ
parama: I. an infinitesimal particle aṇu: I. B. an atom; paramamahatvāntaḥ: I. most distant, most
excellent, highest, best, greatest; parama: B. greatest, ultimate; mahatva: totality of matter; anta: B. up
to; asya: I. of this B. his [the yogi’s]; vaśīkāra: I. bringing into subjugation, having mastery over
passions, or in one’s power B. mastery
V. The Yogī’s mind thus meditating, becomes un-obstructed from the atomic to the Infinite.
S. So the yogi gets mastery over all objects for meditation ranging from the smallest atom to the
infinitely large.
I. Mastery of contemplation brings the power to extend from the finest particle to the greatest.
G. The yogin obtains mastery over the smallest particle and the greatest expansion.
B. The yogī’s mastery extends from the smallest particle of matter to the ultimate totality
of matter.
B.W. Verbs: ‘meditating’, ‘becomes…obstructed’, ‘gets’, brings’, ‘to extend’, ‘obtains’, ‘extends’.
Sūtra I.41 kṣīṇavṛtter abhijātasyeva maṇer grahītṛgrahaṇagrāhyeṣu tatsthatadañjanatā samāpattiḥ
kṣīṇa: I. dissolving of the sattva-, rajo-and tamo- guṇas, B. weakened; vṛtti: I. modifications,
fluctuations, B. the fluctuating states of mind; abhijātatasya: I. inborn noble, courteous, polite, worthy,
learned, distinguished, wise, transparent, B. of high quality (here transparent); iva: I. B. like; maṇer: I.
a gem, a flawless crystal, B. of a jewel; grahītṛ: I. knower, taker, perceiver, one who has
comprehended, B. the knower; grahaṇa: I. act of seizing, catching, accepting, grasping, instrument of
cognition, B. the instrument of knowledge; grāhyeṣu: I. into be known, B. in the object of knowledge;
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tatstha: I. becoming stable tat: B. that stha: B. situated; tadañjanatā: I. acquiring or taking the shape of
the seen or known; tat: B. that; añjanatā: B. colored, influenced (here taking the form of); samāpattiḥ:
I. transformation, assuming the original form, consummation, completion, conclusion, B. engrossment,
complete absorption on an object
V. The Yogi whose vṛtti have thus become powerless (controlled) obtains in the receiver,
receiving, and received (the self, the mind and external objects), concentratedness and
sameness, like the crystal (before different coloured objects).
S. Samapatti is a state of complete absorption of the mind which is free from vṛtti into (the three
types of objects such as) cogniser, cognised and the senses, just like a polished crystal takes the
colour of that on which it rests.
I. The yogi realizes that the knower, the instrument of knowing and the known are one, himself,
the seer. Like a pure transparent jewel, he reflects an unsullied purity.
G. For the mind whose activities (fluctuations) have been reduced, which is like a transparent
jewel, there is a reflection of the object of identification, whether this is the subject, the means
of contacting the object, or the object itself.
B. Samāpatti , complete absorption of the mind when it is free from its vṛtti , occurs when the
mind becomes just like a transparent jewel, taking the form of whatever object is placed before
it, whether the object be the knower, the instrument of knowledge , or the object of knowledge.
B.W. Verbs: ‘have become’, ‘obtains’, ‘is’, ‘is’, ‘takes’, ‘rests’, ‘realizes’, ‘are’, ‘reflects’, ‘have been
reduced’, ‘is’, ‘occurs’, ‘becomes’, ‘taking’, ‘is placed’, ‘be’.
Sūtra I.42. tatra śabdārthajñānavikalpaiḥ saṁkīrṇā savitarkā samāpattiḥ
tatra: I. B. there; śabda: I. B. word; artha: I. purpose, aim, meaning, B. meaning; jñāna: I. knowing,
knowledge, intelligence, B. knowledge conoscenza; vikalpa: I. an option, imagination, the act of
allowing a rule to be observed or nota s one pleases, surmise, the carrying out of a transaction upon
stipulated terms, B. with conceptualization, notions; saṁkīrṇa: I. poured together, mixed together,
strewn, intermingled, B. mixed with; savitarkā: I. becoming totally engrossed, thoughtful, B. with
physical awareness, conceptualization; samāpattiḥ: I. transformation, B. absorption.
V. Sound, meaning, and resulting knowledge, being mixed up, is (called Samādhi) with
reasoning.
S. In that state (of samādhi) on account of alternating consciousness between word, true
knowledge and sense perception, the mixed state of mind is known as savitarkā samāpatti.
I. At this stage, called savitarkā samāpatti, the word, meaning and content are blended, and
become special knowledge.
G. In this state, as the mind is mixed up (and beclouded) by empty verbalization (consisting in
mutual superimposition) of word, object, and idea, there is the condition of verbalized
meditation (identification) (with the object of meditation).
G2. A silent mind, free of verbalization, emerges by analysis of speech followed by its
disintegration.
B. In this stage, savitarkā samāpattiḥ, “samādhi absorption with physical awareness,” is
intermixed with the notions of word, meaning, and idea.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is (called)’, ‘is known’, ‘are blended’, ‘is mixed’, ‘(beclouded)’, ‘is’,
‘emerges’,’followed’, ‘is intermixed’.
I wonder why Vivekananda interchanges the sense of Samādhi with savitarkā samāpatti and in I.43
with nirvitarkā samāpatti as if they were the same.
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Sūtra I.43 smṛti pariśuddhau svarūpaśūnyevārthamātranirbhāsā nirvitarkā
smṛti: I. B. memory; pariśuddhau: I. completely cleansed, purest of minds, B. upon the purification
(here, termination); svarūpaśūnya: I. devoid of one’s nature; svarūpa: B. own nature; śūnya: B. empty
of; iva: I. as it were, B. as if; arthamātranirbhāsā: I. shing alone in its purest form; artha: B. object;
mātra: B. only, alone; nirbhāsā: B. shining; nirvitarkā: I. unreflecting, unconsidered, without analysis
or logic, B. without physical awareness.
V. The Samādhi called without reasoning (comes) when the memory is purified, or devoid of
qualities, expressing only the meaning (of the meditated object).
S. After the clarification of memory, when the mind is as if devoid of self awareness and the
true knowledge of the object is alone shining within, that is nirvitarkā .
I. In nirvitarkā samāpatti, the difference between memory and intellectual illumination is
disclosed; memory is cleansed and consciousness shines without reflection.
G. In the purification of consciousness (of its verbalized, conventional associations), as the
mind becomes void as it were of its own nature, the object (of meditation) alone shines forth.
This condition is called nirvitarkā (samāpatti).
G2. Analysis of speech removes distorted perception.
B. Nirvitarkā [samāpatti], “absorption without conceptualization,” occurs when memory has
been purged and the mind is empty, as it were, of its own [reflective] nature. Now only the
object [of meditation] shines forth [in its own right].
B.W. Verbs: ‘called’, ‘(comes)’, ‘is purified’, ‘expressing’, ‘is devoid’, ‘is shining’, ‘is disclosed’, ‘is
cleansed’, ‘shines’, ‘becomes void’, ‘were’, ‘shines’, ‘is called’, ‘removes’, ‘occurs’, ‘has been purged’,
‘is’, ‘were’, ‘shines’.
G2. is quite enigmatic.
Sūtra I.44 etayaiva savicārā nirvicārā ca sūkṣmaviṣayā vyākhyātā
etayā: I. B. by this; eva: I. B. also; savicāra: I. reflection, deliberation, consideration, investigation, B.
with subtle awareness; nirvicāra: I. without reflection, not needing any consideration; ca: I. B. and;
sūkṣmaviṣayā: I. subtle object, subtle thing; sūkṣma: B. sottile; viṣayā: B. objects; vyākhyāta: I.
related, explained, expounded, commented upon, B. are described
V. By this process (the concentrations) with discrim-ination and without discrimination, whose
objects are finer, are (also) explained.
S. By this explanation alone savicāra samādhi, nirvicāra samādhi and subtler stages of
samādhi have been explained.
I. The contemplation of subtle aspects is similarly explained as deliberate (savicāra samāpatti),
or non–deliberate (nirvicāra samāpatti).
G. By this (paradigm of explanation brought forth in the two forgoing sutras, I.42-43), the two
conditions of the mind focused on the subtle objects- savicāra and nirvicāra samāpatti- have
also been explained.
G2. Verbalization interferes with the meditative contact of the mind with its subtle objects. The
analysis of speech according to its three functions (word, object, idea) purifies the mind of the
noisy combination underlying any speech act.
B. The states of samādhi with “subtle awareness” and without “subtle awareness”, whose
objects of focus are the subtle nature [of things], are explained in the same manner.
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B.W. Verbs: ‘are explained’, ‘have been explained’, ‘is explained’,‘focused on’, ‘have also been
explained’, ‘interferes’, ‘purifies’, ‘are explained’.
Sūtra I.45 sūkṣmaviṣayatvaṃ cāliṅgaparyavasānam
Sūkṣmaviṣayatvaṁ: I. subtle object sūkṣma: B. subtle; viṣayatva: things having the nature of; ca: I. B.
and; aliṅga: I. having no characteristic mark, unmanifested form, B. prakṛiti, that which has no sign;
paryavasāna: I. ending, B. concluding, terminating.
V. The finer objects end with the Pradhāna.
S. The stages of samādhi in respect to subtle objects extend up to prakṛiti.
I. The lowest level of nature (prakṛiti) is consciousness. When consciousness dissolves in
nature, it loses all marks and becomes pure.
G. The subtle objects of meditation reach the subtlety of the object without signs (prakriti).
B. The subtle nature of things extends all the way up to prakṛiti.
B.W. Verbs: ‘end’, ‘extend’, ‘is’, ‘dissolves’, ‘loses’, becomes’, ‘reach’, ‘extends’.
Vivekananda uses the term Pradhāna; for I. ‘consciousness dissolves in nature, it loses all marks and
becomes pure’. These are distinctive features of these translations.
Sūtra I.46 tā eva sabījaḥ samādhiḥ
tāḥ: I. they, B. they (the four types of samādhi outlined above); eva: I. only, B. indeed, very, only;
sabīja: I. B. with seed; samādhiḥ: I. profound meditation or absorption, B. meditative absorption.
V. These concentrations are with seed.
S. Those (stages which have been explained before) are only samadhi with seed.
I. The states of samādhi described in the previous sūtras are dependent upon a support or
seed, and are termed sabīja.
G.These (four conditions of identification with objects- sa-vitarka, ni-vitarka, sa-vicāra,
nir-vicāra) are accompanied with consciousness of objects.
G2. Degree of verbalization and measure of grossness of objects (of meditation) determine
the quality of yogic silence.
B. These above- mentioned samāpatti states are [known as] samādhi meditative
absorption “with seed”.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘(have been explained)’, ‘are’, ‘described’, ‘are termed’, ‘are accompanied’,
‘determine’, ‘are’.
Grinsphon in G2. doesn’t use the term samādhi at all, instead speaks of ‘yogic silence’.
Sūtra I.47

nirvicāravaiśāradya ´dhyātmaprasādaḥ

nirvicāra: I. non-reflection, or reflection without seeds, B. superreflective; vaiśāradya: I. skilfulness,
profound knowledge, undisturbed pure flow, B. in the clarity; adhyātman: I. supreme soul (manifested
as an individual soul); the relation between the supreme and the individual soul, B. of the inner self;
prasādaḥ: I. clearness, brightness, pellucidity, serenity of disposition, B. lucidity.
V. The concentration “without reasoning” being purified, the Chitta becomes firmly fixed.
S. After becoming absolutely perfect in nirvichara samadhi the spiritual light dawns.
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I. From proficiency in nirvicāra samāpatti comes purity. Sattva or luminosity flows undisturbed,
kindling the spiritual light of the self.
G. In the silence classified as nir-vicāra , the graceful sound of the inner self is heard.
G2. Veils of visual and auditorial defects (darkness and noise, respectively) are removed in the
state of meditation on supersubtle objects and beyond verbalization.
B. Upon attaining the clarity of nirvicāra- samādhi, there is lucidity of the inner self.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being purified’, ‘becomes fixed’, ‘becoming’, ‘dawns’, ‘comes’, ‘flows’, ‘kindling’,
‘classified’, ‘is heard’, ‘are removed’.
For both S. and I the light is spiritual.
Sūtra I.48

ṛtaṁbharā tatra prajñā

ṛtaṁbharā: I. upholding truth, full of truth, full of intellectual essence; ṛta: B. truth; bharā: B. bearing;
tatra: I. therein, B. there; prajñā: I. faculty of insight, wisdom, B. wisdom.
V. The knowledge in that is called “filled with Truth”.
S. There (at the borderline of nirvichara samadhi) the superconsciousness becomes full with
cosmic experience.
I. When consciousness dwells in wisdom, a truth- bearing state of direct spiritual perception
dawns.
G. There, cognition is truth bearing.
G2. In this condition consciousness carries truth.
B. In that state, there is truth-bearing wisdom.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is called’, ‘filled’, ‘becomes’, ‘is’, ‘carries’, ‘is’.
Only S. mentions superconsciousness (others simply consciousness) and ‘cosmic experience’ (all others
use ‘truth’).
Sūtra I.49 śrutānumānaprajñābhyām anyaviṣayā viśeṣārthatvāt
śruta: I. heard, listened, ascertained, B. that which haas been heard, sacred scripture; anumāna: I.
inference, conjecture, B. inference; prajñābhyām: I. from the wisdom of insight, B. from the wisdom,
knowledge; anyaviṣayā: I. other object; anya: B. other, different; viṣayā: object; viśeṣa: I. peculiar,
distinguishing between, special property, B. the particular, specific; arthatva: I. object, purpose, aim,
end, B. as its objects
V. The knowledge that is gained from testimony and inference is about common objects. That
from the Samādhi just mentioned is of a much higher order, being able to penetrate where
inference and testimony cannot go.
S. This knowledge is different from the knowledge acquired through testimony and inference
because it has a special object.
I. This truth-bearing knowledge and wisdom is distinct from and beyond the knowledge gleaned
from books, testimony, or inference.
G. The cognition arising from the nir-vicāra meditative state (which “carries truth”) is different
from the knowledge brought about by scripture and reasoning. This is due to the particular
nature of the objects known in yogic meditation.
B. It [seedless samādhi] has a different focus from that of inference and sacred scripture, because
it has the particularity of things as its object.
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B.W. Verbs: ‘is gained’, ‘is’, ‘mentioned’, ‘is’, ‘being’, ‘to penetrate’, ‘can..go’, ‘is acquired’, ‘has’, ‘is
gleaned’, ‘arising’, ‘carries’, ‘brought’, ‘is’, ‘known’, ‘has’, ‘has’.
Sūtra I.50

tajjah saṁskāro ´nyasaṁskārapratibandhī

Tajjah: I. born or sprung from ṛtaṁbharā prajñā; Tat: B. that (prajñā-bearing); ja: B. born;
saṁskāraḥ: I. conception, instinct, formation in the mind; impressions acquired by effort are subliminal
(saṁskāra), and recollecting them them is an impression or memory, B. subconscious imprint;
anyasaṁskāra: I. other conceptions, other impressions or formations; anya: B. other; saṁskāra: B.
subconscious imprints; pratibandhin: I. contradicting, objecting, impeding, B. obstructs
V. The resulting impression from this Samādhi obstructs all other impressions.
S. Dynamic consciousness born of that (sabeeja samadhi) prevents other states of consciousness.
I. A new life begins with this truth-bearing light. Previous impressions are left behind and new
ones are prevented.
G. The potent impressions produced by this (advanced state of samādhi) counteract other (past)
impressions.
G2.Yogic meditation is a powerful means of deconditioning (undoing the past).
B. The saṁskāras born out of that [truth-bearing wisdom] obstruct other saṁskāras [from
emerging].
B.W. Verbs: ‘obstructs’, prevents’, ‘begins’, ‘are left’, ‘are prevented’, ‘produced’, ‘counteract’, ‘is’,
‘deconditioning’, ‘(undoing)’,’born’, ‘obstruct’, ‘[emerging]’.
Sūtra I.51 tasyāpi nirodhe sarvanirodhān nirbīja samādhiḥ
Tasyāpi: I. that too; tasyā: B. of that [truth-bearing saṁskāras] ; api: B. also, even; nirodhe: I. by
shutting, closing, restraining, destroying, by cessation, B. upon cessation of; sarva: I. all, B. of
everything; nirodhāt: I. checking, suppressing, destroying, B. from the cessation; nirbīja: I. B.
seedless; samādhi: I. profound meditation, B. meditative absorption
V. By the restraint of even this (impression, which obstructs all other impressions), all being
restrained, comes the “seedless” Samādhi.
S. After blocking of even that due to blocking of all chitta vrittis, seedless samadhi is attained.
I. When that new light of wisdom is also relinquished, seedless samādhi dawns.
G. In the disappearance of the condition of sa-sabīja samādhi (along with the impressions
created in this condition), by virtue of the extinction of all the impressions, there comes into
being the condition of samādhi – without object.
G2. Ultimate silence defies further classification of silence types
B. Upon the cessation of even those [truth-bearing saṁskāras], nirbīja-samādhi, seedless
meditative absorption, ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘obstructs’, ‘being restrained’, ‘comes’, ‘blocking’, due to’, ‘is attained’, ‘is relinquished’,
‘dawns’, ‘created’, ‘comes’, ‘being’, ‘defies’, ‘ensues’.
Reflections and brief summary of the first 4 sūtras
In YS I.1, to designate yoga, the tone is set by the equivalents chosen here by our authors.
‘Concentration’ (V.), ‘sacred art’ (I.), ‘innerness’ and also ‘disintegration of subject (purusha) and
object (prakriti)’ (G.) and ‘silence’ (G2). Iyengar evokes ‘prayers for divine blessings’ as a beginning
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of his translation according to a religious tradition that he adds to the text but that, in fact, is not there.
His emphasis on the ‘sacred art’ will continue throughout his entire commentary/translation by
inserting words such as in this example. Grinsphon begins by introducing the concept of
‘disintegration’ and of what he will develop as ‘postdisintegration icy silence’.
In YS I.2 the words Citta vṛtti are separated in ‘mind-stuff (chitta) from various forms (vṛtti)’in
V., and in ‘postdisintegration’ (G.); instead they are held together in ‘patterns of consciousness’,
‘movements of consciousness’, ‘mind activity’ and ‘changing states of mind’. The verbs inserted: ‘is
restraining’, ‘to block’, ‘is…[cessation]’,‘is..[the end]’,‘is stilling’ have degrees of subtle differences.
Given the importance of the sūtra, these were the first verbs that caught my attention and that
stimulated this entire project.
In YS I.3 the seer ’rests’,’is’,’dwells’,’exists’, ‘abides’ in his ‘essential nature’, ‘true splendor’,
‘own true nature’ that in G. transmutes in ‘liberated, released’. Only Vivekananda specifies the seer as
Puraṣa.
In YS I.4, the verbs inserted vary from passive to active: ‘is identified’, ‘is’,’identifies’, ‘is’,
‘is…[not] separated’, ‘is’,’is absorbed’. Only in G2.’s prelease state is the ‘seer not separated from the
seen’.
The rest of the comments are found at the end of the single headings.
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Sutra II.1 tapaḥsvādhyāyeśvarapraṇidhānāni kriyāyogaḥ
V. Mortification, study, and surrendering fruits of work to God are called Kriya Yoga.
S. Tapas, swadhyaya and Ishwara pranidhana constitute kriya yoga.
I. Kriya Yoga. Tapas, swadhyaya and Ishwara pranidhana constitute kriya yoga.
G. Burning zeal in practice, self-study and study of scriptures, and surrender to God are the acts
of yoga.
G2. The “yoga of action” consists of heating practices (tapas), study of scripture, and surrender
to Īśvara.
B. Kriyā yoga, the path of action, consists of self-discipline, study, and dedication to the Lord.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are called’, ‘constitute’ used 2 times, ‘are’, ‘consists of’ used 2 times.
Īśvara has been translated in several others ways: ‘God’ and ‘Lord’.
Sūtra II.2 samādhibhāvanārthaḥ kleśatanūkaraṇārthaś ca
V. (They are for) the practice of Samādhi and minimising the pain-bearing obstructions.
S. For developing the consciousness of samadhi and for the purpose of thinning out the cause of
afflictions (kriya yoga is practiced).
I. The practice of yoga reduces afflictions and leads to samādhi.
G. The goal (of kriyā yoga) is the production of samādhi and decrease of the power of inner
tormenting predispositions (kleśa).
G2. Kriyā yoga is a means for bringing about peace and silence.
B. [The yoga of action] is bringing about samādhi and for weakening the afflictions [to yoga].
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘minimising’, ‘developing’, ‘is practiced’, ‘reduces’, ‘leads’, ‘is’, ‘decrease’, ‘is…
bringing’, ‘is bringing’, ‘weakening’.
‘Practice of Samādhi’, ‘consciousness of samādhi’ and ‘production of samādhi’ have all been used to
‘minimise’, ‘thin’, ‘reduce’, ‘decrease’, and/or ‘weaken’ the kleśa.
Sūtra II.3 avidyāsmitārāgadveṣābhiniveśāḥ kleśāḥ
V. The pain-bearing obstructions are- ignorance, egoism, attachment, aversion, and clinging to life.
S. Ignorance, I-feeling, liking, disliking and fear of death are the pains.
I. The five afflictions which disturb the equilibrium of consciousness are: ignorance or lack of
wisdom, ego, pride of the ego or the sense of ‘I’, attachment to pleasure, aversion, aversion to pain,
fear of death and clinging to life.
G. The inner tormenting predispositions are: ignorance, sense of ego, attraction (attachment),
aversion, and persistent will to live on.
G2. Yoga opposes and undermines the most fundamental characteristics of human identity and
behaviour.
B. The impediments [to samādhi] are nescience, ego, desire, aversion, and clinging to life.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘clinging to ‘, ‘are’, ‘disturb’, ‘are’, ‘are’, fear of’, ‘clinging to’, ‘are’, ‘will to live on’,
‘opposes’, ‘undermines’, ‘are’, ‘clinging to ‘.
The most significant verbs are here used in reference to ābhiniveśāḥ, such as ‘clinging to’ [life] 3 times,
‘fear of [death]’, and ‘will to live on’.
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Sūtra II.4 avidyā kṣetram uttareṣāṃ prasuptatanuvicchinnodārāṇām
V. Ignorance is the productive field of all them that follow, whether they are dormant, attenuated,
overpowered, or expanded.
S. Avidya is the field of the following ones (kleshas) in the states of dormant, thin, scattered or
expanded.
I. Lack of true knowledge is the source of all pains and sorrows whether dormant, attenuated or fully
active.
G. Ignorance (avidyā ) is the source of the other four tormenting predispositions; each of these (four)
may be in a condition of dormancy, weakness, interruption, and stimulation.
B. Ignorance is the breeding ground of the other kleśas, whether they are in a dormant, weak,
intermittent, or fully activated state.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 5 times, ‘are’ used 2 times.
To describe avidyā all the translators use the verb ‘to be’, V., G., and B. equate it with ignorance,
whereas I. speaks of ‘lack of true knowledge’ and S. as a field of kleshas.
Sūtra II.5 anityāśuciduḥkhānātmasu nityaśucisukhātmakhyātir avidyā
V. Ignorance is taking that which is non-eternal, impure, painful, and non-Self, for the eternal,
pure, happy, Ātman (self).
S. Avidya is to mistake the non-eternal, impure, evil and noumenon for the eternal, pure, good and
atman (respectively).
I. Mistaking the transient for the permanent, the impure for the pure, pain for pleasure, and that
which is not the self for the self: all this is called lack of spiritual knowledge, avidya.
G. Ignorance (avidyā ) is the imposition of the permanent on what is impermanent, of the pure on
the impure, of pleasure on what is essentially pain, of essence and selfhood (ātman) on what is
devoid of essence and selfhood (anātman).
G2. Worldly phenomena are essentially impermanent, impure, painful to live in, and without self
or permanent essence. Avidyā creates the nonyogin’s universe by projection.
B. Ignorance is the notion that takes the self, which is joyful, pure and eternal, to be the nonself,
which is painful, unclean, and temporary.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is taking’, ‘is’ is used 6 times, ‘is to mistake’, ‘is called’, ‘are’, ‘creates’, ‘takes’, ‘to be’,
G. speaks of avidyā as an ‘imposition’ and ‘projection’ ; in I. it ’is called’ [lack of] ‘spiritual’
[knowledge].
Sūtra II.6 dṛgdarśanaśaktyor ekātmatevāsmitā
V. Egoism is the identification of the seer with the instrument of seeing.
S. Asmita is the identity as it were of the purusha with the buddhi.
I. Egoism is the identification of the seer with the instrumental power of seeing.
G. Sense of ego (asmitā) is the identification of the power of the seer with the power of
perception.
B. Ego is [to consider] the nature of the seer and the nature of the instrumental power of
seeing to be the same thing.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 5 times, ‘seeing’, ‘were’, ‘seeing’, ‘’to consider’, ‘seeing to be’.
S. is the only translator who specifies the seer as purusha. Asmitā is repeatedly associated to ‘seeing’
and ‘seeing to be’ verbs.
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Sūtra II.7 sukhānuśayī rāgaḥ
V. Attachment is that which dwells on pleasure.
S. Raga is the liking accompanying pleasure.
I. Pleasure leads to desire and emotional attachment.
G. Attraction follows pleasure.
B. Attachment stems from [experiences] of happiness.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘dwells’, ‘is’, ‘accompanying’, ‘leads to’, ‘follows’, ‘stems from’.
Sūtra II.8 duḥkhānuśayī dveṣaḥ
V. Aversion is that which dwells on pain.
S. Dwesha is the repulsion accompanying pain.
I. Unhappiness leads to hatred.
G. Aversion leads to pain.
B. Aversion stems from [experiences] of pain.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘is accompanying’, ‘leads’ 2 times, ‘stems from’.
Sūtra II.9 svarasavāhī viduṣo ’pi tathārūḍho ’bhiniveśaḥ
V. Flowing through its own nature, and established even in the learned, is the clinging to life.
S. Abhinivesha is the desire for life sustained by its own force which dominates even the learned.
I. Self-preservation or attachment to life is the subtlest of all afflictions. It is found even in wise
men.
G. The will to live, flowing by its own force, is thus ingrained even in the wise.
G2. The wish to live conditions every creature; it goes on by itself in the wise as well as in the
unlearned.
B. [The tendency of] clinging to life affects even the wise; it is an inherent tendency.
B.W. Verbs: ‘flowing’, ‘established’, ‘is’, ‘clinging to ‘, ‘is… sustained’, ‘dominates’, ‘is’, ‘is found’,
‘to live’, ‘flowing’, ‘is..ingrained’, ‘to live conditions’, ‘goes on’, ‘clinging to ‘, ‘affects’, ‘is’.
Sūtra II.10

te pratiprasavaheyāḥ sūkṣmāḥ

V. They, to-be-rejected-by-opposite-modifications are fine.
S. Those klesas are reducible by involution when they are subtle.
I. Subtle afflictions are to be minimized and eradicated by a process of involution.
G. They (subtle, tormenting predispositions) are avoided by counteraction.
B. These kleśas are subtle; they are destroyed when [the mind] dissolves back into its original
matrix.
B.W. Verbs: ‘to-be-rejected’, ‘are’ used 4 times, ‘are to be minimized’, ‘eradicated’, ‘are avoided’,
‘are destroyed’, ‘dissolves’.
G. is the only one who specifies kleśas as subtle, tormenting predispositions.
Sūtra II.11

dhyānaheyās tadvṛttayaḥ
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V. By meditation, their modifications are to be rejected.
S. The modifications of the kleshas are reducible through meditation.
I. The fluctuations of consciousness created by gross and subtle afflictions are to be silenced
through meditation.
G. The mind attivities resulting from these (predispositions) are avoided by meditation.
B. The states of mind produced by these kleśas are eliminated by meditation.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are to be rejected’, ‘are reducible’, ‘created’, ‘are to be silenced’, ‘are avoided’,
‘produced’, ‘are eliminated’.
These subtle differences should be osserved, how the translators interpret the effect of meditation on
the kleśas.
Sūtra II.12 kleśamūlaḥ karmāśayo dṛṣṭādṛṣṭajanmavedanīyaḥ
V. The receptacle of works has its root in these pain-bearing obstructions, and their experience in
this visible life, or in the unseen life.
S. The storehouse of karmas which is the root cause of afflictions is experience in the present
and future births.
I. The accumulated imprints of past lives, rooted in afflictions, will be experienced in present and
future lives.
G. Accumulation of past actions is the source of the tormenting inner dispositions, and this
accumulation may be known by types of birth present as well as unseen.
B. The stock of karma has the kleśas as its root. It is experienced in present or future lives.
B.W. Verbs: ‘has’, ‘is’, ‘will be experienced’, ‘is’, ‘has’, ‘is experienced’.
Sūtra II.13 sati mūle tadvipāko jātyāyurbhogāḥ
V. The root being there, the fruition comes (in the form of) species, life, and expression of
pleasure and pain.
S. So long as the root of karmashaya is there, it ripens and gives birth and class, span of life and
experience.
I. As long as the root of action exists, it will give rise to class of birth, span of life and
experiences.
G. As the root (of the kleśa) exists, its fruition is manifest in type of birth, span of life, and nature
of experiences.
B. As long as the root [of the kleśas] exists, it fructifies as type of birth, span of life, and life
experience [of an individual].
B.W. Verbs: ‘being’, ‘comes’, ‘is ‘, ‘ripens’, ‘gives’, ‘exists’, ‘will give rise to’, ‘exists’, ‘is manifest’,
‘exists’, ‘fructifies’.
The root of ‘karmashaya’, ‘of action’, ‘of kleśa’, of ‘kleśas’, ‘ripens’, ‘exists’,’will give rise to’,’is
manifest’ and/ or ‘fructifies’.
Sūtra II.14

te hlādaparitāpaphalāḥ puṇyāpuṇyahetutvāt

V.They bear fruit as pleasure or pain, caused by virtue or vice.
S.They (birth etc.) have happiness or sorrow as their fruits depending upon merit or demerit.
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I. According to our good, bad or mixed actions, the quality of our life, its span, and the nature of
birth are experienced as being pleasant or painful.
G.These (manifestations of karma –birth, span of life, experience) are accompanied by joy and
pain due to pure and impure actions (in the past).
B.These [the type of birth, span of life, and life experience] bear the fruits of pleasure and pain,
as a result of [the performance of] virtue and vice.
B.W. Verbs: ‘bear’ used 2 times, ‘caused by’, ‘have’, ‘depending on’, ‘are experienced’, ‘are
accompanied’.
Sūtra II.15 pariṇāmatāpasaṃskāraduḥkh air guṇavṛttivirodhāc ca duḥkham eva sarvaṃ vivekinaḥ
V. To the discriminating, all is, as it were, painful on account of everything bringing pain, either
in the consequences, or in apprehension, or in attitude caused by impressions, also on account of
the counter action of qualities.
S. In case of one who has discrimination (viveka) all is painful because of pains due to change,
acute suffering, samskaras.
I. The wise man knows that owing to fluctuations, the qualities of nature, and subliminal
impressions, even pleasant experiences are tinged with sorrow, and keeps aloof from them.
G. On account of sufferings associated with change, tormenting practices, binding effects of
previous deeds, and also by virtue of the ongoing mutual contradiction between the three
dispositions in nature (guṇa), everything is sheer suffering in the eyes of the one who discerns
(Vivekin).
G2. The spiritual hero is sensitive and perceptive.
B. For one who has discrimination, everthing is suffering on account of the suffering produced
by the consequences [of action], by pain [itself], and by saṃskāras, as well as on account of the
suffering ensuing from the turmoil of the vṛtti due to the guṇas.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘were’, ‘bringing’, ‘caused by’, ‘is’, ‘knows’, ‘are tinged’, ‘keeps’, ‘associated’, ‘is’,
‘discerns’, ‘is’, ‘has’, ‘is’, ‘produced’, ‘ensuing’.
As a witness G2. invents a ‘spiritual hero’.
Sūtra II.16

heyaṃ duḥkham anāgatam

V. The misery which is not yet come is to be avoided.
S. Suffering which has not yet come should be avoided.
I. The pains which are yet to come can be and are to be avoided.
G. Suffering which is not yet come is to be avoided.
B. Suffering that has yet to manifest is to be avoided.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘come’, ‘to be avoided’, ‘has..come’, ‘should be avoided’, ‘’are..to come’, ‘can be’,
‘are to be avoided’, ‘is’, ‘come’, ‘is to be avoided’, ‘is’, ‘come to be avoided’, ‘has’, ‘to manifest’, ‘is
to be avoided’.
Perhaps this is the only sūtra in which all the translators agree ‘are’, ‘is’, ‘should’, ‘be avoided’.
Sūtra II.17 draṣṭṛdṛśyayoḥ saṃyogo heyahetuḥ
V. The cause of that which is to be avoided is the junction of the seer and the seen.
S. The union between seer and seen is the cause of heya (which is to be avoided).
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I. The cause of pain is the association or identification of the seer (ātmān) with the seen (prakṛti)
and the remedy lies their dissociation.
G. The cause of suffering is the contact of the seer and the objects.
G2. Integration of subject and object is the cause of “life” and misery.
B. The conjunction between the seer and that which is seen is the cause [of suffering] to be
avoided.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 6 times, ‘to be avoided’ used 3 times, ‘lies’,’to be avoided’.
Sūtra II.18 prakāśakriyāsthitiśīlaṃ bhūtendriyātmakaṃ bhogāpavargārthaṃ dṛśyam
V. The experienced is composed of elements and organs, is of the nature of illumination, action
and inertia, and is for the purpose of experience and release (of the experiencer).
S. The seen (drishya) has the properties of light, activity and stability; it is of the nature of the
elements and sense organs and has experience and liberation as its objectives.
I. Nature, its three qualities, sattva, ragas, and tamas, and its evolutes, the elements, mind,
senses of perception and organs of action, exist eternally to serve the seer, for enjoyment or
emanicipation.
G. The object (that which may be seen) consists of the three dispositions-illumination, action,
and inertia. It is the nature of the senses, and it (the object) exists for the sake of experience and
libertion.
B. That which is knowable has the nature of illumination, activity, and inertia [sattva, ragas, and
tamas]. It consists of the senses and the elements, and exists for the purpose of [providing] either
liberation or experience [to puruṣa].
B.W. Verbs: ‘is composed’, ‘is’ 5 times, ‘has’ used 4 times, ‘exist’, ‘to serve’, ‘may be seen’,
‘consists’, ‘exists’, ‘[providing].
Sūtra II.19 viśeṣāviśeṣaliṅgamātrāliṅgāni guṇaparvāṇi
V. The states of the qualities are the defined, the undefined, the indicated only, and the signless.
S. Vishesha, avishesha, lingamatra and alinga are the stages of the gunas.
I. The guṇas generate their characteristic divisions and energies in the seer. Their stages are
distinguishable and non-distinguishable, differentiable and non-differentiable.
G. Objects may be specific or unspecified, have characteristic signs, or lack such signs.
B. The different states of the guṇa qualities consist of the particularized, the unparticularized, the
distinctive, and the indistinctive.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 3 times, ‘generate’, ‘may be’, ‘consist’.
Sūtra II. 20 draṣṭā dṛśimātraḥ śuddho ’pi pratyayānupaśyaḥ
V. The seer is intelligence only, and though pure, seen through the colouring of the intellect.
S. The seer is pure consciousness only but in spite of its purity it appears to see through the
mental concept.
I. The seer is pure consciousness. He witnesses nature without being reliant on it.
G. The seer consists of pure seeing; although pure, he observes ideas.
B. The seer is merely the power of seeing; [however,] although pure, he witnesses the images of
the mind.
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B.W. ‘is…seen’, ‘is’, ‘appears to see’, ‘is’, ‘appears to see’, ‘is’, ‘witnesses’ used 2 times.
‘consists’, ‘ observes’.
Only V. uses ‘intelligence’.
Sutra II.21 tadartha eva dṛśyasyātmā
V. The nature of the experience is for him.
S. For the sake of that (purusha) alone does prakriti exist.
I. Nature and intelligence exist solely to serve the seer’s true purpose, emancipation.
G. The purpose of this (seen) is its essence.
G2. Objective existence exists for the subject.
B. The essential nature of that which is seen is exclusively for the sake of the seer.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘does exist’, ‘exist ..to serve’, ‘is’, ‘exists’, ‘is seen’.
Sūtra II.22

kṛtārthaṃ prati naṣṭam apy anaṣṭaṃ tadanyasādhāraṇatvāt

V. Though destroyed for him whose goal has been gained, yet is not destroyed, being common to
others.
S. To one whose purpose is fulfilled the seen becomes non-existent but for others it is not
destroyed because cognition is common to all.
I. The relationship with the nature ceases for emancipated beings, its purpose having been
fulfilled, but its processes continue to affect others.
G. Although (for the yogin who reached understanding and thus liberation) the world has
accomplished its purpose and thus has come to an end, it is still existent (in a sense) by virtue of
its common reality for others.
B. Although the seen ceases to exist for one whose purpose is accomplished [the liberated
puruṣa], it has not ceased to exist altogether, since it is common to other [non-liberated] puruṣas.
B.W. Verbs: ‘has been gained’, ‘is destroyed’, ‘is fulfilled’, ‘becomes’, ‘is… destroyed’, ‘is’, ‘ceases’,
‘having been fulfilled’, ‘continue to affect’, ‘reached’, ‘has accomplished’, ‘has come’, ‘is’, ‘ceases to
exist’, ‘is accomplished’, ‘has...ceased to exist’, ‘is’.
Sūtra II.23

svasvāmiśaktyoḥ svarūpopalabdhihetuḥ saṃyogaḥ

V. Junction is the cause of the realisation of the nature of both the powers, the experienced and
its Lord.
S. The cause of union of purusha and prakriti is to experience the essential nature and to achieve
in themselves the powers of the purusha and prakriti.
I. The conjunction of the seer with the seen is for the seer to discover his own true nature.
G. The combination (contact) (of the subject and object) is the reason for the (wrong)
identification between the master and his power.
B. [The notion of] conjunction is the means of understanding the real nature of the powers of the
possessed and of the possessor.
B.W: Verbs: ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘is to experience’, ‘to achieve’, ‘to discover’.
Sūtra II.24

tasya hetur avidyā
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V. Ignorance is its cause.
S. The cause of union is avidya
I. Lack of spiritual understanding (avidyā) is the cause of the false identification of the seer with
the seen.
G. Ignorance is its source.
G.2 The connection between the subject (observer) and the object is the root of ignorance.
B. The cause of conjunction is ignorance.
B:W. ‘is’ used 6 times.
I. is the only commentator who equates avidyā with ‘lack of spiritual understanding’.
Sūtra II.25

tadabhāvāt saṃyogābhāvo hānaṃ taddṛśeḥ kaivalyam

V. There being absence of that (ignorance) there is absence of junction, which is the thing-to-beavoided; that is the independence of the seer.
S. By the absence of avidya the union (between the purusha and the prakriti) disappears. This is hana
(avoidance), called liberation of the purusha.
I. The destruction of ignorance through right knowledge breaks the link binding the seer to the seen.
This is kaivalya, emancipation
G. Real understanding of the infinite difference between the seer and the potentially seen transforms
the human into two completely independent, inactive essences (subject and object)
B. By removal of ignorance conjunction is removed. This is the absolute freedom of the seer.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘to-be-avoided’, ‘disappears’, ‘called’, ‘breaks’, ‘transforms’, ‘is
removed’.
Several the interpretations of kaivalyam: ‘independence of the seer’, ‘liberation of the purusha’,
‘emancipation’, by the verbs: ‘[junction] to be avoided’, ‘[union] disappears’, ‘breaks [link]’,
‘[conjunction] is removed’.
Sūtra II.26 vivekakhyātir aviplavā hānopāyaḥ
V. The means of destruction of ignorance is unbroken practice of discrimination.
S. The unfluctuating awareness of the real (vivekakhyati) is the means for avoidance
of avidya.
I. The ceaseless flow of discriminative knowledge in thought , word and deed destroys
ignorance, the source of pain.
G. The remedy for ignorance, the means of undoing the knot between purusha and
prakrti is well- established, constant realization of the difference between subject
and object.
B. The means to liberation is uninterrupted discriminative discernment.
B.W. Verbs: ’is’, ‘practice’ ,’is’ is used 3 times, ‘destroys’,’undoing’, ‘is ..established’, ‘is
uninterrupted’.
Sūtra II.27

tasya saptadhā prāntabhūmiḥ prajñā

V. His knowledge is of the sevenfold highest found.
S. There are seven stages of enlightment of that purusha.
I. Through this unbroken flow of discriminative awareness, one gains perfect knowledge which
has seven spheres.
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G. Realization of that (ultimate truth) is of seven degrees.
B. The yogī’s true insight has seven ultimate stages.
B.W. Verbs: ‘’is’ used 2 times, ‘are’, ‘gains’, ‘has’.
Sūtra II.28 yogāṅgānuṣṭhānād aśuddhikṣaye jñānadīptir āvivekakhyāteḥ
V. By the practice of the different parts of Yoga the impurities being destroyed knowledge
becomes effulgent, up to discrimination.
S. By the practice of the parts of yoga impurity diminishes until the rise of spiritual knowledge
culminates in awareness of reality.
I. By dedicated practice of the various aspects of yoga impurities are destroyed: the crown of
wisdom radiates in glory.
G. Through the application of the eight practices of yoga, as the contaminations are reduced, the
light of knowledge (intensifies) into the ultimate discrimination (between subject and object).
G2. By the observance and practice of the means of yoga, in the reduction of impurities, the light
of knowledge arises, up to the separation of subject and object.
B. Upon the destruction of impurities as a result of the practice of yoga, the lamp of knowledge
arises. This culminates in discriminative discernment.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being destroyed’, ‘diminishes’, ‘are destroyed’, ‘radiates’, ‘are reduced’, ‘(intensifies)’,
‘arises’ used 2 times.
‘Crown of wisdom’ has been utilized only by I.
Sūtra II.29

yamaniyamāsanaprāṇāyāmapratyāhāradhāraṇādhyānasamādhayo ’ṣṭāv aṅgāni

V. Yama, Niyama, Āsanā, Prāṇāyāma, Pratyāhāra, Dhāranā, Dhyāna, Samādhi are the limbs of
Yoga.
S. Self restraints, fixed rules, postures, breath control, sense withdrawal, concentration,
meditation, and samadhi constitute the eight parts of yoga discipline.
I. Moral injunctions (yama), fixed observances (niyama), posture (āsana), regulation of breath
(prāṇāyāma), internalization of the senses towards their source (pratyāhāra), concentration
(pratyāhāra), meditation (dhyāna), and absorption of consciousness in the self (samādhi), are the
eight constituents of yoga.
G. Restrictions, observances, postures, breathing exercises and control, dissociation of the
senses, concentration on one point, meditation, and meditative absorption are the eight limbs of
yoga.
B. The eight limbs are abstentions, observances, posture, breath control, disengagement of the
senses, concentration, meditation, and absorption.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 4 times, ‘constitute’.
For yama there are different nuances: ‘self restraints’, ‘moral injunctions’, ‘restrictions’, ‘abstentions’.
Sūtra II.30

ahiṃsāsatyāsteyabrahmacaryāparigrahā yamāḥ

V. Non-killing, truthfulness, non-stealing, continence, and non-receiving, are called Yama.
S. Non-violence, truth, honesty, sensual abstinence and non-possessiveness are the five selfrestraints.
I. Non-violence, truth, abstention from stealing, continence, and absence of greed for possessions
beyond one’s need are the five pillars of yama.
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G. Nonviolence, truthfulness, abstention from theft, continence and nonpossessivenss are the
restrictions (yama).
B. The yamas are nonviolence, truthfulness, refraiment from stealing, celibacy, and renunciation
of [unnecessary] possessions.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are called’, ‘are’ used 4 times.
V.’s translation of aparigrahā is rather peculiar: ‘non- receiving’.
Sūtra II.31

jātideśakālasamayānavacchinnāḥ sārvabhaumā mahāvratam

V.These, unbroken by time, place, purpose, and caste, are (universal) great vows.
S.When practiced universally without exception due to birth, place, time and circumstances they
(yamas) become great disciplines.
I. Yamas are the great, mighty, universal vows, unconditioned by place, time and class.
G. The commitment to (these restrictions) without differentiation concerning social group, place,
time , and occasion is the great vow.
B. [These yamas] are considered the great vow. They are not exempted by one’s class, place,
time, or circumstance. They are universal.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 3 times, ‘become’, ‘is’, ‘are considered’, ‘are…exempted’.
Sūtra II.32

śaucasaṃtoṣatapaḥsvādhyāyeśvarapraṇidhānāni niyamāḥ

V. Internal and external purification, contentment, mortification, study, and worship of God, are
the Niyamas.
S. Cleaniness, contentment, austerity, self-study and resignation to God constitute fixed
observances.
I. Cleanliness, contentment, religious zeal, self-study and surrender of the self to the supreme
Self or God are the niyamas.
G. Cleanliness, contentment, heating practices, study of scripture, and surrender to Īśvara are the
observances (niyamas).
B. The observances are cleanliness, contentment, austerity, study [of scripture], and devotion to
God.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘constitute’, ’are’ used 3 times.
Only I. translates tapas as ‘religious zeal’. By ‘self-study’ in both S. and I. it is not clear
what is meant: is it study of the self or study by oneself?
Sūtra II.33

vitarkabādhane pratipakṣabhāvanam

V. To obstruct thoughts which are inimical to Yoga contrary thoughts will be brought.
S. When the mind gets disturbed by passions one should practice pondering over their opposites.
I. Principles which are contrary to yama and niyama are to be countered with the knowledge of
discrimination.
G. For the restriction of improper thoughts, opposite-cultivation (is recommended).
G2. For the restricton of mental noise, cultivation of silence (should be practiced).
B. Upon being harassed by negative thoughts, one should cultivate counteracting thoughts.
B.W. Verbs: ‘To obstruct’, ‘are’, ‘will be brought’, ‘gets disturbed’, ‘should practice’, ‘are’, ‘are to be
countered’, ‘is recommended’, ‘should be practiced’, ‘being harassed’, ‘should cultivate’.
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G2. creates a general container by ‘restriction of mental noise.’
Sūtra II.34
vitarkā hiṃsādayaḥ kṛtakāritānumoditā lobhakrodhamohapūrvakā
mṛdumadhyādhimātrā duḥkhājñānānantaphalā iti pratipakṣabhāvanam
V. The obstructions to Yoga are killing, etc, whether committed, caused, or approved; either
through avarice, or anger, or ignorance; whether slight, middling, or great, and result is
innumerable ignorances and miseries. This is (the method of) thinking the contrary.
S. Thinking evil thoughts such as violence and others, whether done through one’s self, through
others, or approved, are caused by greed, anger and confusion. They can be either mild, medium
or intense. Pratipaksha bhanava is thinking the opposite of these thoughts.
I. Uncertain knowledge giving rise to violence, whether done directly or indirectly, or
condomed, is caused by greed, anger or delusion in mild, moderate or intense degree. It results in
endless pain and ignorance. Through introspection comes the end of pain and ignorance.
G. Cultivation of opposite is the following: “thoughts such as of injuring living creatures either
done (by oneself), or being compelled (by another), or being recommended (by another) follow
delusion, anger and greed.” Such thoughts have unending fruits such as ignorance and suffering
of different degrees- mild, medium, and great.
B. Negative thoughts are violence, etc. They may be [personally] performed, performed on one’s
behalf by another, or authorized by oneself; they may be triggered by greed, anger, or delusions;
and they may be slight, moderate, or extreme in intensity. One should cultivate counteracting
thoughts, namely, that the end results [of negative thoughts] are ongoing suffering and
ignorance.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 3 times, ‘is’ used 2 times, ‘is thinking’, ‘thinking’, ‘done, ‘are caused’, ‘can
be’, ‘is thinking’, ‘giving rise’, ‘is caused’, ‘results’, ‘comes’, ‘injuring’, ‘being compelled’, ‘being
recommended’, ‘have’, ‘may be performed’, ‘performed’, ‘authorized’, ‘may be triggered’, ‘may be’,
‘should cultivate’.
Sūtra II.35 ahiṃsāpratiṣṭhāyāṃ tatsannidhau vairatyāgaḥ
V. Non-killing being established, in his presence all emnities cease (in others).
S. On being firmly established in ahimsa, there is abandonment of hostility in his vicinity.
I. When non-violence in speech, thought and action is established, one’s agressive nature is
relinquished and others abandon hostility in one’s presence.
G. In the vicinity of the yogin well-established in ahiṃsā, violence ceases.
B. In the presence of one who is established in nonviolence, enmity is abandoned.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being established’, ‘cease’, ‘being established’, ‘is’, ‘is established’, ‘is relinquished’,
‘abandon’, ‘established’, ‘ceases’, ‘is established’, ‘is abandoned’.
Sūtra II.36

satyapratiṣṭhāyāṃ kriyāphalāśrayatvam

V. By the establishment of truthfulness the Yogī gets the power of attaining for himself and
others the ‘fruits of work without the works’.
S. On being firmly established in truthfulness, the actions result in fruits, entirely depending on
it.
I. When the sādhaka is firmly established in the practice of truth, his words become so potent
that whatever he says comes to realization.
G. For the yogin established in truth, action bears its expected results.
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G2.Yogic practice and observance produces ‘experiences of power and achievement’.
B. When one is established in truthfulness, one ensures the fruition of actions.
B.W. Verbs: ‘gets’, ‘attaining’, ‘being established’, ‘result’, ‘depending on’, ‘is established’, ‘become’,
‘says’, ‘comes’, ‘bears’, ‘produces’, ‘is established’, ‘ensures’.
V.’s ‘fruits of work without the works’ is quite misterious.
In G2. I wonder how the observer observed ‘experiences of power and achievement’ .
Sūtra II.37 asteyapratiṣṭhāyāṃ sarvaratnopasthānam
V. By establishing of non-stealing all wealth comes to the Yogī.
S. On being firmly established in honesty, all gems present themselves.
I. When astention from stealing is firmly established precious jewels come.
G. For the yogin grounded in nonstealing, there is an abundance of jewels all around him.
G2. Whatever the yogin renounces, he may receive in abundance.
B. When one is established in refrainment from stealing, all jewels manifest.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘being established’, ‘present’, ‘is established’, ‘come’, ‘is’, ‘renounces’, ‘may
receive’, ‘is established’, ‘manifest’.
Sūtra II.38

brahmacaryapratiṣṭhāyāṃ vīryalābhaḥ

V. By establishment of continence energy is gained.
S. On being firmly established in brahmacharya, virya is gained.
I. When the sādhaka is firmly established in continence, knowledge, vigour, valour and energy
flow to him.
G. When firmly established in continence, vigor (is attained).
G2. The yogin controlling his sexual drive is powerful.
B. Upon the establishment of celibacy, power is attained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is gained’, ‘being established’, ‘is established’, ‘(is attained)’, ‘controlling’, ‘is’, ‘is
attained’.
Sūtra II.39

aparigrahasthairye janmakathaṃtāsaṃbodhaḥ

V. When he is fixed in non-receiving he gets the memory of past life.
S. On becoming steady in non-possessiveness, there arises the knowledge of how and from
where birth (comes).
I. Knowledge of past and future lives unfolds when one is free from greed for possessions.
G. Stable in the condition of non possessiveness, the yogin becomes conscious of details
concerning (previous) births.
B. When refrainment from covetousness becomes firmly established, knowledge of the whys
and wherefores of births manifests.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is fixed’, ‘receiving’, ‘gets’, ‘arises’, ‘(comes)’, ‘unfolds’, ‘is’, ‘becomes’, ‘becomes
established’,’manifests’.
Sūtra II.40

śaucāt svāṅgajugupsā parair asaṃsargaḥ
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V. There also arises purification of the Sattva, cheerfulness of the mind, concentration, conquest
of the organs, and fitness for the realisation of the Self.
S. From cleanliness there comes indifference towards body and non-attachment to others.
I. Cleanliness of body and mind develops disinterest in contact with others for self-gratification.
G. By (invasive) practices of yogic cleanliness, there arises aversion towards one’s body and
abstention of contact with others.
B. By cleanliness, one [develops] distaste for one’s body and the cessation of contact with
others.
B.W. Verbs: ‘arises’, comes’, ‘develops’, ‘arises’, ‘[develops].
Sūtra II.41

sattvaśuddhisaumanasyaikāgryendriyajayātmadarśanayogyatvāni ca

V. There also arises purification of the Sattva, cheerfulness of the mind, concentration, conquest
of the organs, and fitness for the realisation of the Self.
S. By the practice of mental purity one acquires fitness for cheerfulness, one-pointedness, sense
control and vision of the self.
I. The Yogī whose Vṛittis have thus become powerless (controlled) obtains in the receiver,
receiving, and received ( the self, the mind and external objects), concentratedness and sameness,
like the crystal (before different coloured objects).
G. There emerge dispositions for purity of sattva, mental well-being, concentration, control of
the senses, and perception of the self.
B. Upon the purification of the mind, [one attains] cheerfulness, one-pointedness, sense control,
and fitness to perceive the self.
B.W. Verbs: ‘arises’, ‘acquires’, ‘have become..(controlled)’, ‘obtains’, ‘emerge’, ‘[one attains]’, ‘to
perceive’.
Sūtra II.42

saṃtoṣād anuttamaḥ sukhalābhaḥ

V. From contentment comes superlative happiness.
S. Unexcelled happiness comes from the practice of contentment.
I. Sound, meaning, and resulting knowledge, being mixed up, is (called Samādhi).
G. Through contentment, the attainment of supreme happiness.
G2. From self-sufficiency (contentment) arises unsurpassed pleasure.
B. From contentment, the highest happiness is attained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’ used 2 times, ‘being’, ‘is (called)’,’arises’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra II.43

kāyendriyasiddhir aśuddhikṣayāt tapasaḥ

V. The result of mortification is bringing powers to the organs and the body, by destroying the
impurity.
S. By practicing austerities impurities are destroyed and there comes perfection in body and
sense organs.
I. The Samādhi called without reasoning (comes) when the memory is purified, or devoid of
qualities, expressing only the meaning (of the meditated object.)
G. By virtue of the reduction of impurities due to heating practices of austerity, there comes into
being perfection of senses and body.
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B. From austerity, on account of the removal of impurities, the perfection of the senses and body
manifests.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is bringing’, ‘destroying’, ‘are destroyed’, ‘comes’, ‘called’, ‘comes’, ‘is purified’,
‘comes’, ‘manifests’.
Sūtra II.44

svādhyāyād iṣṭadevatāsaṃprayogaḥ

V. By repetition of the mantram comes the realisation of the intended deity.
S. By self–observation union with the desired deity is brought about.
I. By this process (the concentrations) with discrim-ination and without discrimination, whose
objects are finer, are (also) explained.
G. Study of scripture brings about communion with beloved deities.
B. From study [of scripture], a connection with one’s deity of choice is established.
B.W. Verbs: ’comes’, ‘is brought’, ‘are’, ‘are explained’,’brings’, ‘is established’.
Sūtra II.45

samādhisiddhir īśvarapraṇidhānāt

V. By sacrificing all to Īśvara comes Samādhi.
S. Success in trance comes by complete resignation to God.
I. The finer objects end with Pradhāna.
G. From surrender to Īśvara there arises success in samādhi.
G2. Total devotion to God is also a means of reaching absorption and silence.
B. From submission to God comes the perfection of samādhi.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, used 3 times, ‘end’, ‘arises’, ‘is’, ‘comes’.
‘Trance’ for samādhi is used only by S.
Sūtra II.46

sthirasukham āsanam

V. Posture is that which is firm and pleasant.
S. Steady and comfortable should be the posture.
I. These concentrations are with seed.
G. Yogic posture is stable and comfortable.
B. Posture should be steady and comfortable.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, used 3 times, ‘should be’ is used 2 times, ‘are’.
Sūtra II.47

prayatnaśaithilyānantasamāpattibhyām

V. By slight effort and meditating on the unlimited (posture becomes firm and pleasant).
S. By loosening of effort and by meditation on the serpent ananta, asana is mastered.
I. The concentration “without reasoning” being purified, the Chitta becomes firmly fixed.
G. By relaxation of effort and meditation on the infinite (yogic posture is perfected).
B. [Such posture should be attained] by the relaxation of effort and by absorption in the infinite.
B.W. Verbs: ‘meditating’, ‘becomes’, ‘loosening’, ‘is mastered’, ‘being purified’,’becomes’,’is
perfected’, ‘should be attained’.
By repeating and isolating the verbs a general impression of what is meant is created:
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‘meditating- becomes’; ‘loosening- is mastered’, ‘being purified-becomes’,’is perfected- should be
attained’.
Sūtra II.48

tato dvaṃdvānabhighātaḥ

V. Seat being conquered, the dualities do not obstruct.
S. Thereby the pairs of opposites cease to have any impact.
I. The knowledge in that is called “filled with Truth”.
G. From that (mastery of yogic posture) the yogin is not overwhelmed by the opposites.
B. From this, one is not afflicted by the dualities of the opposites.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being conquered’, ‘do ..obstruct’, ‘cease to have ‘, ‘is called’, ‘is overwhelmed’, ‘is
afflicted’.
Sūtra II.49

tasmin sati śvāsapraśvāsayor gativicchedaḥ prāṇāyāmaḥ

V. Controlling the motion of the exhalation and the inhalation follows after this.
S. The asana having been done, pranayama is the cessation of the movement of inhalation and
exhalation.
I. The knowledge that is gained from testimony and inference is about common objects. That
from the Samādhi just mentioned is of a much higher order, being able to penetrate where
inference and testimony cannot not go.
G. This being so, prāṇāyāma, which is the stoppage of inhalation and exhalation (is explained).
B. When that [āsana] is accomplished, prāṇāyāmaḥ, breath control, [follows]. This consists of
the regulation of the incoming and outgoing breaths.
B.W. Verbs: ‘follows’, having been done’, ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘is gained’, ‘being able to penetrate’, ‘can
go’, ‘is explained’, ‘is accomplished’, [follows], ‘consists’.
Sūtra II.50

sa tu bāhyābhyantarastambhavṛttir deśakālasaṃkhyābhiḥ paridṛṣṭo dīrghasūkṣmaḥ

V. It’s modifications are either external or internal, or motionless, regulated by place, time and
number, either long or short.
S. Pranayama is external, internal or suppressed, regulated by place, time and number and becomes
prolonged and subtle.
I. Prāṇāyāma has three movements: prolonged and fine inhalation, exhalation and retention; all
regulated with precision according to duration and place.
G. (This prāṇāyāma) is external, internal, and blocking action, distinguished by place, time, and
number, and is subtle and long.
B. [Prāṇāyāmaḥ] manifests as external, internal, and restrained movements [of breath]. These are
drawn out and subtle in accordance to place, time, and number.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are… regulated’, ‘is…. regulated’, ‘becomes’, ‘has…regulated’, ‘is’ used 2 times,
‘manifests’, ‘are drawn’.
Sūtra II.51

bāhyābhyantaraviṣayākṣepī caturthaḥ

V. The forth is restraining the Prāṇa by directing it either to the external or internal objects.
S. The fourth pranayama is that which transcends the internal and external object.
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I. By the restraint of even this (impression, which obstructs all other impressions), all being restrained,
comes the “seedless”Samādhi.
G. The fourth prāṇāyāma goes beyond the range of external and internal.
B. The fourth [type of prāṇāyāma] surpasses the limits of the external and the internal.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is restraining’, ‘is’, ‘transcends’, ‘obstructs’, ‘being restrained’,’goes’, ‘surpasses’.
Sūtra II.52

tataḥ kṣīyate prakāśāvaraṇam

V. From that, the covering to the light of the Chitta is attenuated.
S. Thereby, the covering of light disappears.
I. Prāṇāyāma removes the veil covering the light of knowledge and heralds the dawn of
wisdom.
G. Then the veil on the (mind’s) effulgence diminishes.
B. Then, the covering of the illumination [of knowledge] is weakened.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is attenuated’, ‘disappears’, ‘removes’, ‘covering’, ‘heralds’, ‘diminishes’,’is weakened’.
Sūtra II.53

dhāraṇāsu ca yogyatā manasaḥ

V. The mind becomes fit for Dhāraṇā.
S. And fitness of the mind for concentration (develops through pranayama).
I. The mind also becomes fit for concentration.
G. And also there is readiness of the mind for concentration.
B. Additionally, the mind becomes fit for concentration.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becomes’ used 3 times, ‘(develops)’, ‘is’.
Sūtra II.54

svaviṣayāsaṃprayoge cittasvarūpānukāra ivendriyāṇāṃ pratyāhāraḥ

V. The drawing in of the organs is by their giving up their own objects and taking the form of the
mind-stuff.
S. Pratyahara is as it were the imitation by the senses of the mind by withdrawing them from their
respective objects.
I. Withdrawing the senses, mind and consciouness from the contact with the external objects, and then
drawing them inwards towards the seer, is pratyāhāra.
G. Pratyāhāra is as though the senses were imitating the mind’s essential form, in dissociating
themselves from their objects.
G2. In the condition of pratyāhāra the yogin cuts off his relationship with the world of the senses and
enters into his own interior.
B. Pratyāhāra, withdrawal from sense objects, occurs when the senses do not come into contact with
their respective sense objects.It
B.W. Verbs: ‘drawing in’, ‘taking’, ‘is’, ‘were’, ‘withdrawing’ used 2 times, ‘drawing’, ‘is’, ‘were
imitating’, ‘cuts off’, ‘enters’, ‘occurs’, ‘come’.
Sūtra II.55

tataḥ paramā vaśyatendriyāṇām

V. This sūtra is missing in Vivekananda
S. There is highest mastery over the sense organs (by pratyahara).
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I. Pratyāhāra results in the absolute control of the sense organs.
G. Then there is ultimate control (mastery) over the senses.
B. From this comes the highest control of the senses.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘results’, ‘is’, ‘comes’.
Reflections and brief summary
In YS II.1, here the predicates are quite similar: ‘are called’, ‘constitute’ used 2 times, ‘are’,
‘consists of’ used 2 times. Instead Īśvara has been translated as: ‘God’ and ‘Lord’.
In YS II. 2, ‘practice of Samādhi’, ‘consciousness of samādhi’ and ‘production of samādhi’
have all been used to ‘minimise’, ‘thin’, ‘reduce’, ‘decrease’, and/or ‘weaken’ the kleśa. This is an
example of a new condensed version: three ways of dealing with samādhi with five predicates.
In YS II.3, The most significant verbs of the entire heading are here used to define
ābhiniveśāḥ: ‘clinging to’ [life] 3 times, ‘fear of [death]’, and ‘will to live on’.
In YS 11.11, the subtle differences should be observed, by isolating the verbs inserted, how the
translators interpret the effect of meditation on the kleśas: ‘are to be rejected’, ‘are reducible’, ‘are to
be silenced’, ‘are avoided’, ‘are eliminated’.
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Sūtra III.1

deśabandhaś cittasya dhāraṇā

Deśa: I. place, spot, region; B. place; bandha: I. binding, combining, connecting, uniting, fixing; B.
bound, fixed; citta: I. of mind, of consciousness; B. of the mind; dhāraṇā: I. the act of holding, keeping
the mind collected, concentration; B. concentration.
V. Dhāraṇā is holding the mind on to some particular object.
S. Concentration (dharana) is binding the mind to one place.
I. Fixing the consciousness on one point or region is concentration (dhāraṇā).
G. Concentration (dhāraṇā) is keeping the mind in (one) point.
B. Concentration is the fixing of the mind in one place.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is holding’, ‘is binding’, ‘fixing’, ‘is’, ‘is keeping’, ‘is…fixing’.
These are the differences. Dhāraṇā is possibly all of this; ‘holding’, ‘binding’, ’fixing’ and ‘keeping’ the
mind [in one place].
Sūtra III.2

tatra pratyayaikatānatā dhyānam

Tatra: I. there (in those places of concentration); B. there, in that; pratyaya: I. base, content, belief, going
towards, firm conviction, device; B. conception, idea, thought; ekatānatā: I. continuous, uninterrupted
flow of attentive awareness; B. fixed on one point only; dhyāna: I. meditation, reflection, profound
contemplation; B. meditation.
V. An unbroken flow of knowledge to that object is dhyāna.
S. Uninterrupted stream of the content of consciousness is dhyana.
I. A steady, continuous flow of attention directed towards the same point or region is meditation
(dhyāna).
G. In the condition of dhāraṇā, when the mind flows uniformly onto the object, this is dhyāna.
G2. Meditation (dhyāna) is the uniform streaming of attention on that (object of concentration).
B. Meditation is the one-pointedness of the mind on one image.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’used 6 times, ‘flow’,‘flows’, ‘is streaming’.
To define dhyāna the verb ‘to be’ is mainly used reflecting its state of being more than an action.
Sūtra III.3

tad evārthamātranirbhāsaṃ svarūpaśūnyam iva samādhiḥ

Tadeva: I. the same (dhyāna); tat: B. that [the practice of dhyāna from the previous sūtra], eva: B. the
same , the very one; artha: I. object, purpose, aim, end, wish, desire; B. object; mātra: I. alone, only; B.
alone; nirbhāsaṃ: I. appearing, shining; B. shining forth; svarūpa: I. essential form, by itself; B. own
form, own self; śūnyam: I. empty, void; B. devoid of; iva: I. as if, as it were; B. as if; samādhiḥ: I.
perfect absorption, intent attention, union, bringing into harmony, spiritual absorption; B. meditative
absorption.
V. When that, giving up all forms, reflects only the meaning, it is Samādhi.
S. That state becomes samadhi when there is only the object appearing without the consciousness
of one’s own self.
I. When the object of meditation engulfs the meditator, appearing as the subject, self-awareness is
lost. This is samādhi.
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G. Samādhi is a condition when the meditative consciousness becomes empty of its own form, as it
were, and the object (of meditation) alone shines forth.
G2. Consciousness is noisy by nature. Deep meditation is noiseless. Silence is renunciation of noise.
B. Samādhi is when that same dhyāna shines forth as the object alone and [the mind] is of its own
[reflective] nature.
B.W. Verbs: ‘giving up’, ‘reflects’, ‘becomes’, ‘is…appearing’, ‘engulfs’, ‘appearing’, ‘is lost’, ‘is’ used
7 times, ‘becomes’, ‘were’, ‘shines’.
Samādhi is defined by the use of the verb ‘to be’, under certain conditions: when ‘giving up all
forms…reflects only the meaning’; the object ‘is ..appearing without consciousness of one’s own self’;
the ‘object engulfs the meditator, appearing as the subject, self-awareness is lost’; when ‘meditative
consciousness becomes empty…the object shines’; when ‘dhyāna shines forth’.
G2.’s ‘noisy consciousness’, ‘noiseless meditation’ and ‘renunciation of noise’ are very provocative from
the point of view of the fourth voice of his comments: as a witness of yogic experience.
Sūtra III.4

trayam ekatra saṃyamaḥ

Traya: I. these three; B. three; ekatra; I. jointly, together; B. together; saṁyama: I. defining, holding
together, integration; B. saṁyama.
V. (These) three (when practiced) in regard to one object is Samyama.
S. The three (dharana, dhyana and samadhi) together constitute samyama.
I. These three together- dhāraṇā, dhyāna and samādhi- constitute integration or saṁyama.
G.Yogic meditation called saṁyama is the process of applying the three (degrees of absorption) to
one object.
B. When these three are performed together, it is called saṁyama.
B.W. Verbs: ‘practiced’, ‘constitute’ used 2 times, ‘is called’, ‘are performed’, ‘is called’.
When the three (dhāraṇā, dhyāna and samādhi) are ‘practiced’, ’are performed’ and together ‘constitute’,
that ‘is called’ saṁyama.
Sūtra III.5

tajjayāt prajñālokaḥ

V. By the conquest of that comes light of knowledge.
S. By mastering it (samyama) the light of higher consciousness dawns.
I. From mastery of saṁyama comes light of awareness and insight.
G. By mastery of that, lucidity of knowledge (is attained).
G2. In the mastery of this (meditation, saṁyama) there arises the effulgence of knowledge.
B. From saṁyama comes insight.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘mastering’, ‘dawns’, ‘comes’, ‘(is attained)’, ‘arises’, ‘comes’.
By mastery of saṁyama ‘comes’, ‘arises’ , ‘dawns’ ‘light of ‘knowledge’, ‘higher consciousness’,
‘awareness..insight’,‘lucidity of knowledge’, ‘effulgence of knowledge’,‘insight’.
Sūtra III.6

tasya bhūmiṣu viniyogaḥ

V. That should be employed in stages.
S.That (light of higher consciousness) should be applied to different finer states of consciousness.
I. Saṁyama may be applied in various spheres to derive its usefulness.
G. Its application is done in stages.
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B. Saṁyama is applied on the [different] stages [of samādhi].
B.W. Verbs: ‘should be employed’, ‘should be applied’, ‘may be applied’, ‘to derive’, ‘is done’, ‘is
applied’.
Similar but not the same: stronger in V. and S. respectively ‘should be employed’, ‘should be applied’;
softer in I. ‘may be applied’; simply stated in G. and B. ‘is done’, ‘is applied’.
Sūtra III.7 trayam antaraṅgaṃ pūrvebhyaḥ
V. These three are nearer than those that precede.
S. The three together are internal in relation to the previous ones.
I. These three aspects of yoga are internal, compared to the former five.
G. These three (levels of meditation) are more internal than the (five) preceding ones.
B. These three (dhāraṇā, dhyāna and samādhi) are internal limbs compared to the previous limbs
[of yoga].
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 4 times, ‘precede’, ‘are…compared’.
The internal quality of these three is described using the verb ‘to be’ as ‘compared’ to the preceding ones.
Sūtra III.8

tad api bahiraṅgaṃ nirbījasya

V. But even they are external to the seedless (Samādhi).
S. That (three stages or trinity) also is external to nirbeeja samadhi.
I. Similarly, saṁyama is external when compared to seedless (nirbīja) samādhi.
G. Being necessarily charged with objects, saṁyama constitutes silence less deep and total than
consciousness free of all object-relationship.
G2. Saṁyama is a predisintegration condition.
B. Yet even these are external limbs in relation to “seedless” samādhi.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 2 times, ‘is’ used 2 times, ‘is… compared’, ‘charged’, ‘constitutes’.
Degrees of saṁyama are defined by the use of the verb ‘to be’ and ‘compared’ to seedless (nirbīja).
G2. ‘s ‘predisintegration condition’ is rather unique interpretation.
Sūtra III.9
vyutthānanirodhasaṃskārayor abhibhavaprādurbhāvau nirodhalakṣaṇacittānvayo
nirodhapariṇāmaḥ
V. By the suppression of the disturbed modifications of the mind, and by the rise of modifications
of control, the mind is said to attain the controlling modifications- following the controlling powers
of the mind.
S. Nirodha parinama is that state of transformation of mind where it is permeated by the moment of
suppression which appears and disappears between incoming and outgoing samskaras.
I. Study of the silent moments between rising and restraining subliminal impressions is the
transformation of consciousness towards restraint (nirodha pariṇāma).
G. The transformation of nirodha accompanies the mind in a moment of cessation, which appears
and disappears in accordance with the emergence of karmic impressions (saṁskāra) producing
outgoing motion or cessation.
B. The state of restraint, nirodha, is when there is disappearance of outgoing [i.e. worldly]
saṁskāras. These emerge in the mind at the moment of restraint.
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B.W. Verbs: ‘is said to attain’, ‘following’, ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘is permeated’, ‘appears’, ‘disappears’,
‘accompanies’, ‘appears’, ’disappears’, ‘producing’, ‘emerge’.
Normally S. and G. don’t agree, but instead here nirodha parinama ‘is permeated’ by suppression in S.
and ‘accompanies’ the mind in cessation for G. which ‘appears’ and ‘disappears’ between in and out
going samskaras for S. and in accordance with saṁskāra for G.
Sūtra III.10

tasya praśāntavāhitā saṃskārāt

V. Its flow becomes steady by habit.
S. The flow of nirodha parinama becomes tranquil by repeated impression.
I. The restraint of rising impressions brings about an undisturbed flow of tranquillity.
G. From (appropriate) impressions its flow is calm.
B. The mind’s undisturbed flow occurs due to saṁskāras.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becomes’ used 2 times, ‘brings about’, ‘is’, ‘occurs’.
The verbs are not the same but they are similar.
Sūtra III.11

sarvārthataikāgratayoḥ kṣayodayau cittasya samādhipariṇāmaḥ

V. Taking in all sorts of objects and concentrating upon one object, these two powers being
destroyed and manifested respectively, the Chitta gets the modification called Samādhi.
S. Samadhi parinama is the disappearance and appearance of distraction and one-pointedness of
mind.
I. The weakening of scattered attention and the rise of one-pointed attention in the citta is the
transformation towards samādhi.
G. The transformation into samādhi is (conditioned by) the reduction and growth of dispersion of
attention and of concentration.
B. The attainment of the samādhi state involves the elimination of all-pointedness [i.e.wandering]
of the mind and the rise of one-pointedness [i.e. concentration].
B.W. Verbs: ‘taking in’, ‘concentrating’, ‘being destroyed’, ‘manifested’, ‘gets’, ‘is’ used 2 times,
‘weakening’,‘rise’, ‘is (conditioned)’, ‘involves’, ‘wandering’.
Here samādhi pariṇāmaḥ involves sets of opposite verbs: ‘taking in’[objects] and ‘concentrating’ upon
one; ‘being destroyed’ and ‘manifested’; ‘weakening’[scattered attention] and ‘rise’[of one-pointed
attention]; other sets of opposites are nouns: ‘reduction’/’growth’, ‘elimination’/’rise’.
Sūtra III.12

tataḥ punaḥ śāntoditau tulyapratyayaś cittasyaikāgratāpariṇāmaḥ

V. The one-pointedness of the Chitta is when it grasps in one, the past and present.
S. Then again when the objects which subside and appear are similar, it is called one-pointed
transformation of the mind.
I. When rising and falling thought processess are in balance, one-pointed consciousness emerges.
Maintenance of awareness with keen intensity from one-pointed attention to no-pointed
attentiveness is ekāgratā pariṇāma.
G. Then again the transformation of one-pointedness of mind is when the ideas (awareness) of
tranquility and arousal are the same.
B. In that regard, the attainment of one-pointedness occurs when the image in the mind that has just
passed is the same as the image in the mind that is present.
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B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘grasps’, ‘appear’, ‘is called’, ‘are’, ‘emerges’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘are’, ‘occurs’,
‘has.. passed’, ‘is present’.
The ‘to be’ verb has been mostly used to define ekāgratā pariṇāma, instead in B. it ‘occurs’ when
the image that ‘has.. passed’ is the same when it ‘is present’.
Sūtra III.13

etena bhūtendriyeṣu dharmalakṣaṇāvasthāpariṇāmā vyākhyātāḥ

V. By this is explained the threefold transformations of form, time and state, in fine or gross matter,
and in the organs.
S. By this the three parinamas, namely nature, character and condition in the elements and sense
organs are explained.
I. Through these three phases, cultured consciousness is transformed from its potential state
(dharma) towards further refinement (lakṣaṇa) and the zenith of refinement (avasthā). In this way,
the transformation of elements, senses and mind takes place.
G. By this the transformations of nature (essence), characteristic signs, and condition in relation to
the sense organs and their objects have been explained.
B. In this way, the change in the characteristics, state, and condition of objects and of the senses is
explained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘ is explained’, ‘are explained’, ‘is transformed’, ‘takes place’, ‘have been explained’, ‘is
explained’.
Here the same predicate, to explain, is singular and/or plural or it becomes present perfect.
Only I. speaks of ‘is transformed’ and ‘takes place’.
Sūtra III.14

śāntoditāvyapadeśyadharmānupātī dharmī

V. That which is acted upon by transformations, either past, present or yet to be manifested, is the
qualified.
S. The dharma is common in all latent, active or unmanifest properties.
I. The substrata is that which continues to exist and maintain its characteristic quality in all states,
whether manifest, latent, or subdued.
G. The substance follows the qualities dormant, aroused, or inherent in it.
B. The substratum is that which underpins past, present, and future.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is acted upon’, ‘to be manifested’, ‘to be manifested’ used 4 times, ‘continues to exist’,
‘maintain’, ‘follows’, ‘underpins’.
The ‘qualified’ in V., the ‘dharma’ in S., the ‘substrata’ in I., the ‘substance’ in G., and the ‘substratum’
in B., respectively ‘is acted upon’, is yet ‘to be manifested’, ‘is’, ‘continues to exist’, ‘follows’, and
‘underpins’ either ‘past, present, and future’ or ‘manifest, latent or subdued properties’.
Sūtra III.15

kramānyatvaṃ pariṇāmānyatve hetuḥ

V. The succession of changes is the cause of manifold evolution.
S. The difference in the process of succession is the cause in transformation.
I. Successive sequential changes cause the distinctive changes in the consciousness.
G. The cause for the difference in transformation is the difference in sequence.
B. The change in the sequence [of characteristics] is the cause of the change in transformations [of
objects].
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 4 times, ‘ cause’.
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All agree on the use of the same verb, except I.
Sūtra III.16

pariṇāmatrayasaṃyamād atītānāgatajñānam

V. By making Samyama on the three sorts of changes comes the knowledge of past and future.
S. By performing samyama on the three transformations knowledge of past and future (arises).
I. By mastery of the three transformations of nature (dharma), quality (lakṣaṇa) and condition
(avasthā), through saṁyama on the nirodha, samādhi, and ekāgratā states of consciousness, the
yogi acquires knowledge of the past and future.
G. By meditation (saṁyama) on the three transformations knowledge of the past and future (is
obtained).
B. When saṁyama is performed on the three transformations [of characteristics, state and
condition], knowledge of the past and the future ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘comes’, ‘performing, ‘(arises)’, ‘acquires’, ‘(is obtained)’, ‘is performed’,
‘ensues’.
When saṁyama’ is performed’ on the three transformations, knowledge of the past and the future
‘comes’, ‘(arises)’, ‘acquires’, ‘(is obtained)’, ‘ensues’.
Sūtra III.17 śabdārthapratyayānām itaretarādhyāsāt saṃkaras tatpravibhāgasaṃyamāt
sarvabhūtarutajñānam
V. By making Samyama on word, meaning, and knowledge, which are ordinarily confused, comes
the knowledge of all animal sounds.
S. The word, object and mental content are in a confused state because of mutual superimposition.
By performing samyama on them separately knowledge of the speech of all beings (arises).
I. Words, objects and ideas are superimposed, creating confusion; by saṁyama, one gains
knowledge of the language of all beings.
G. As referential speech disintegrates, there arises silence which makes possible penetration of
other creature’s sounds.
G2. The yogin who separates (the apparent inseparable) dimensions of ordinary speech obtains a
sense of comprehending sounds normally unintelligible.
B. Due to the correlation between word, meaning, and idea, confusion ensues. By performing
saṁyama on the distinctin between them, knowledge of the speech of all creature arises.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘are..confused’, ‘comes’, ‘are’, ‘performing’, ‘(arises)’, ‘are superimposed’,
‘creating’, ‘gains’, ‘disintegrates’, ‘arises’, ‘makes’, ‘separates’, ‘ensues’, ‘arises’.
Sūtra III.18

saṃskārasākṣātkaraṇāt pūrvajātijñānam

V. By perceiving the impressions, knowledge of past life.
S. By direct perception of the impressions, knowledge of previous births (arises).
I. Through direct perception of his subliminal impressions, the yogi gains knowledge of his
previous lives.
G. Through (meditative) direct contact with the subliminal impressions (saṁskara) knowledge of
previous births is obtained.
B. By bringing [previous] saṁskaras into direct perception comes the knowledge of previous births.
B.W. Verbs: ‘perceiving’, ‘(arises)’, ‘gains’, ‘is obtained’, ‘bringing’, ‘comes’.
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Sūtra III.19

pratyayasya paracittajñānam

V. By making Samyama on the signs in another’s both knowledge of the mind comes.
S. By performing samyama on the pratyayas, knowledge of another’s mind (arises).
I. He acquires the ability to understand the minds of others.
G. There arises knowledge of other people’s mind (due to perception of) the ideas.
B. From [their] ideas, one can attain knowledge of other’s minds.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘comes’, ‘performing’, ‘acquires’, ‘understand’,’arises’, ‘can attain’.
Sūtra III.20

na ca tatsālambanaṃ tasyāviṣayībhūtatvāt

V. But not its contents, that not being the object of the Samyama.
S. But the knowledge of that (other mental factors) is not gained with support of the mental image
because that is not the object of samyama.
I. A yogi who is able to read the minds of others in general, can also, if necessary, precisely identify
specific contents which are beyond the reach of the mind.
G. But not (knowledge of) the others’ mind’s objects, since these objects are not available (for
meditation).
B. That knowledge is not accompanied by its object, since this object is not the object
[of the yogī’s mind].
B.W.Verbs: ‘being’, ‘is [not] gained’, ‘is’, ‘is able to read’, ‘can…identify’, ‘are’, ‘are [not] available’,
‘is.. accompanied’, ‘is’.
Sūtra III.21

kāyarūpasaṃyamāt tadgrāhyaśaktistambhe cakṣuḥprakāśāsaṃprayoge ’ntardhānam

V. By making Saṁyama on the form of the body the power of perceiving forms being obstructed,
the power of manifestation in the eye being separated, the Yogī’s body becomes unseen.
S. By performing saṁyama on the form of the body and suspending receptivity of the form, there
being no contact between the eye and the light (the yogi can become) invisible.
I. By control over the whole body, the yogi can suspend at will the rays of light emanating from
himself so that he becomes invisible to onlookers. He may again make himself visible by bringing
back the power of perceptibility.
G. By the performance of saṁyama on the shape of the body, as the power of the body to be seen is
blocked, and as there is thus no contact of light (emanating from the body) with the eye, there is
(the yogin’s) invisibility.
G2. By meditating on the shape-or nature-of the body, as light (emanating from the body) is
blocked and contact of the eye with this light is stopped, there is disappearance (of the body).
B. By performing saṁyama on the outer form of the body, invisibility [is attained]. This occurs
when perceptibility is obstructed by blocking contact between light and the eyes.
B.W. Verbs: ‘perceiving’, ‘being obstructed’, ‘being separated’, ‘becomes’, ‘suspending’, ‘being’, ‘can
become’, ‘can suspend’, ‘emanating’ used 2 times, ‘becomes’, ‘may..make’, ‘bringing’, ’to be seen is
blocked’, ‘(emanating..)’, ‘is’, ‘meditating’, ‘is blocked’, ‘is stopped’, ‘is’, ‘performing’, ‘[is attained]’,
‘occurs’, ‘is obstructed’, ‘blocking’.
Sūtra III.21B

etena śabdādyantardhānam uktam

V. By this the disappearance or concealment of words which are being spoken is also explained.
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S. By what has been said the disappearnace of sound and other tanmatras can be understood.
I. In the same way as described above, he is able to arrest sound, smell, taste, form and touch.
G. Omitted by G.
B. Omitted da B.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are being spoken’, ‘is explained’, ‘has been said’, ‘can be understood’, ‘is able to arrest’.
Sūtra III.22 sopakramaṃ nirupakramaṃ ca karma tatsaṃyamād aparāntajñānam ariṣṭebhyo vā
V. Karma is of two kinds, soon to be fructified, and late to be fructified. By making Saṁyama on
that, or by the signs called ariṣṭha, portents, the Yogis know the exact time of separation from their
bodies.
S. Karma is of two kinds, active and dormant. By performing saṁyama on them knowledge of
death is gained, also by omens.
I. The effects of action are immediate or delayed. By saṁyama on his actions a yogi will gain
foreknowledge of their final fruits. He will know the exact time of his death by omens.
G. Karma is fast to bring its results and slow to do it. Meditation (saṁyama) on that brings about
knowledge of death. Or, this knowledge arises from omens.
G2. Karma is either ripe or unripe; by meditation (saṁyama) on it, or by omens, knowledge of
death (is attained).
B. Karma is either quick to fructify or slow. By saṁyama on karma, or on portents, knowledge of
[one’s] death arises.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 5 times, ‘to be fructified’ used 2 times, ‘making’, ‘called’, ‘know’, ‘performing’, ‘is
gained’, ‘are…delayed’, ‘will gain’, ‘will know’, ‘to bring’, ‘do’, ’brings’, ‘arises’, ‘(is attained)’,
‘fructify’, ‘arises’.
Sūtra III.23

maitryādiṣu balāni

V. By making Saṁyama on friendship, etc., various strength comes.
S. By performing saṁyama on friendliness etc. there comes those particular powers.
I. He gains moral and emotional strength by perfecting friendliness and other virtues towards one
and all.
G. (By meditation) on friendliness and so on, strengths (are attained).
B. By [saṁyama] on friendliness and such things, strengths are acquired.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’,‘comes’ used 2 times,’performing’, ‘gains’, ‘perfecting’, ‘(are attained)’, ‘are
acquired’.
Sūtra III.24

baleṣu hastibalādīni

V. By making Saṁyama on the strength of the elephant, etc., that strength comes to the Yogī.
S. By saṁyama on the strength of an elephant etc. the corresponding strength (is developed).
I. By saṁyama on strength, the yogi will develop the physical strength, grace, and endurance of an
elephant.
G. Meditation on powers produces strengths such as of an elephant.
B. [By practicing saṁyama] on strengths, [the yogī] attains the strength of an elephant.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘(is developed)’, ‘will develop’, ‘produces’, ‘practicing’, ‘attains’.
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Sūtra III.25

pravṛttyālokanyāsāt sūkṣmavyavahitaviprakṛṣṭajñānam

V. By making saṁyama on that effulgent light comes the knowledge of the fine, the obstructed, and
the remote.
S. The knowledge of subtle, obscure or distant (objects) is gained by dilating the light of the
superphysical faculty.
I. Concealed things, near or far, are revealed to a yogi.
G. By focusing the light of the mental activity, knowledge of the subtle, the obstructed and the
remote (is attained).
G2. From placing the light of (mental) activity (on the respective objects) there is knowledge of
subtle, hidden, and distant objects.
B. By directing the light of cognition, one obtains knowledge of subtle, concealed, and remote
things.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘comes’, ‘is gained’, ‘dilating’, ‘are revealed’, ‘focusing’, ‘(is attained)’, ‘is’,
‘directing’, ‘obtains’.
Sūtra III.26

bhuvanajñānaṃ sūryasaṃyamāt

V. By making saṁyama on the sun, (comes) the knowledge of the world.
S. Knowledge of the solar system is gained by performing saṁyama on the sun.
I. By saṁyama on the sun the yogi will have knowledge of the seven worlds, and of the seven
cosmic centers in the body.
G. By meditation (saṁyama) on the sun, knowledge of the world is gained.
B. By performing saṁyama on the sun arises knowledge of the different realms in the universe.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘(comes)’, ‘is gained’, ‘performing’ used 2 times ‘will have’, ‘is gained’.
Sūtra III.27 candre tārāvyūhajñānam
.
V. On the moon, (comes) the knowledge of the cluster of stars.
S. By performing saṁyama on the moon, knowledge about the position of the stars is gained.
I. By saṁyama on the moon, the yogi will know the position and system of the stars.
G. Meditation on the pole-star produces knowledge of the arrangement of the stars.
B. [By saṁyama] on the moon, knowledge of the solar system.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(comes)’, ‘performing’, ‘is gained’, ‘will know’, ‘produces’.
Sūtra III.28

dhruve tadgatijñānam

V. On the pole star (comes) the knowledge of the motions of the stars.
S. By performing saṁyama on the pole star, knowledge of the movement of the stars can be
obtained.
I. By saṁyama on the Pole Star, the yogi knows the course of destiny.
G. Meditation on the pole-star produces knowledge of its motion.
B. [By saṁyama] on the polestar comes knowledge of the movement of the stars.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(comes)’, ‘performing’, ‘can be obtained’, ‘knows’, ‘produces’, ‘comes’.
Sūtra III.29

nābhicakre kāyavyūhajñānam
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V. On the navel circle (comes) the knowledge of the constitution of the body.
S. By performing saṁyama on the navel centre, knowledge of the arrangement in the body is
gained.
I. By saṁyama on the navel, the yogi acquires perfect knowledge of the disposition of the human
body.
G. Meditation on the navel wheel results in knowledge of the arrangement of hte body.
B. [By saṁyama] on the navel plexus of the body comes knowledge of the arrangement of the body.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(comes)’, ‘performing’, ‘is gained’,’ acquires’, ‘results’, ‘comes’.
Sūtra III.30 kaṇṭhakūpe kṣutpipāsānivṛttiḥ
V. On the hollow of the throat (comes) cessation of hunger.
S. By performing saṁyama on the throatpit, hunger and thirst retire.
I. By saṁyama on the pit of the throat, the yogi overcomes hunger and thirst.
G. (By meditation) on the hollow of the throat (gullet), cessation of hunger and thirst (is attained).
B. [By saṁyama] on the pit of the throat comes the cessation of hunger and thirst.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(comes)’, ‘performing’,’overcomes’, ‘(is attained)’, ‘comes’.
Sūtra III.31

kūrmanāḍyāṃ sthairyam

V. On the nerve called Kurma (comes) fixity of the body.
S. Steadiness is achieved by saṁyama on the kurma nadi.
I. By saṁyama on kūrmanāḍī, at the pit of the throat, the yogi can make his body and mind firm and
immobile like a tortoise.
G. Meditation on the tortoise-channel brings about stability.
B. [By saṁyama] on the subtle tortoise channel, steadiness is attained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘(comes)’, ‘is achieved’, ‘can make’, ‘brings’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra III.32

mūrdhajyotiṣi siddhadarśanam

V. On the light emanating from the top of the head sight of the Siddhas.
S. By performing samyama on the light of the crown of the head (sahasrara) a spiritual vision of the
masters of yoga is gained.
I. By performing samyama on the light of the crown of the head (ājñā cakra), the yogi has visions
of perfected beings.
G. saṁyama on the light of the head produces visions of the siddhas.
B. [By saṁyama] on the light in the skull, a vision of the siddhas, perfected beings, is attained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘emanating’, ‘is gained’, ‘has’, ‘produces’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra III.33

prātibhād vā sarvam

V. Or by the power of Pratibhā all knowledge.
S. Or everything by virtue of pratibha (intellect).
I. Through the faculty of spiritual perception the yogi becomes the knower of all knowledge.
G. Or by intuition - everything is known.
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B. Or, by intuition, comes [knowledge of] everything.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becomes’, ‘is known’, ‘comes’.
No verbs in both V. and S.
Sūtra III.34

hṛdaye cittasaṃvit

V. In the heart, knowledge of minds.
S. By samyama on the heart awareness of chitta dawns.
I. By saṁyama on the region of the heart, the yogi acquires a thorough knowledge of the contents
and tendencies of consciousness.
G. Meditation on the heart brings about awareness of the mind.
B. By saṁyama on the heart, knowledge of the mind ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘dawns’, ‘acquires’, ‘brings about’, ‘ensues’.
The sentence structure is similar but the verbs vary.
Sūtra III.35 sattvapuruṣayor atyantāsaṃkīrṇayoḥ pratyayāviśeṣaḥ bhogaḥ parārthatvāt
svārthasaṃyamāt puruṣajñānam
V. Enjoyment comes by the non-discrimination of the very distant soul and Sattva. Its actions are
for another; Samyama on this gives knowledge of the Puruṣa.
S. Citta and purusa are extremely distinct. On account of non-difference of the awareness of both
there is objective or subjective experience. By samyama on subjective awareness apart from
objective awareness the knowldge of purusha is obtained.
I. By saṁyama, the yogi easily differentiates between the intelligence and the soul which is real and
true.
G. Experience is grounded in the failure of discrimination between the radically distinct (qualities
of) sattva and purusha; by meditation (saṁyama) on (purusha’s) independence of another’s purpose,
knowledge of purusha (is attained).
G2. Experience (bhoga) is grounded in the nondistinction of the sattva component and the pure
subject, however infinitely different are those two (sattva and purusha) by virtue of their radical
otherness. Meditation on what exists for itself produces knowledge of the pure subject (self).
B. Worldly experience consists of the notion that there is no distinction between the puruṣa self and
pure intelligence, although these two are completely distinct. Worldly experience exists for another
[i.e., for puruṣa]. [By saṁyama] on that which exists for itself [i.e., on puruṣa], comes knowledge
of puruṣa.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’ used 2 times, ‘are’ used 4 times, ‘gives’, ‘is’ used 2 times, ‘is obtained’,
‘differentiates’,’is grounded’ used 2 times, ‘exists’ used 3 times, ‘produces’, ‘consists’.
Sūtra III.36

tataḥ prātibhaśrāvaṇavedanādarśāsvādavārt jāyante

V. From that arises the knowledge of hearing, touching, seeing, tasting, and smelling, belonging to
the Pratibhā.
S. Therefrom are produced transcendental audition, sensation, perception, taste and olfactory
knowledge.
I. Through that spiritual perception, the yogi acquires the divine faculties of hearing, touch, vision,
taste and smell. He can even generate these divine emanations by his own will.
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G. From that arises intuition, (celestial) hearing, (unusual powers of) touch, supranormal power of
vision, taste, and smell.
B. From this, intuition as well as higher hearing, touch, vision, taste, and smell are born.
B.W. Verbs: ‘arises’, ‘belonging to ‘, ‘are produced’, ‘acquires’, ‘generate’, ‘arises’, ‘are born’.
With a similar sentence structure, there are many verb choices: ‘belonging to’ the Pratibhā, knowledge
‘arises’, ‘are produced’, and the yogi ‘acquires’and/or can ‘generate’.
Sūtra III.37

te samādhāv upasargā vyutthāne siddhayaḥ

V. These are obstacles to Samādhi; but they are powers in the worldly state.
S. These psychic powers (mentioned in the previous sutra) are obstacles in samadhi but in the state
of consciousness of the world they are psychic powers.
I. These attainments are impediments to samādhi, although they are powers in active life.
G. These (experiences ) are obstacles in the condition of samādhi, but achievements in the condition
of active (outgoing) orientation.
G2. Unusual experiences are noise in comparison with postintegration silence.
B. These powers are accomplishments for the mind that is outgoing but obstacles to samādhi.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’ used 9 times, ‘(mentioned..)’, ‘is outgoing’.
The same predicate is utilised to describe the obstacles to samādhi but also the accomplishments as
powers.
Sūtra III.38

bandhakāraṇaśaithilyāt pracārasaṃvedanāc ca cittasya paraśarīrāveśaḥ

V. When the cause of bondage has become loosened, the Yogī, by his knowledge of manifestation
through the organs, enters another’s body.
S. By loosening of the cause of bondage and by knowledge of the passage, the subtle body enters
another person’s body.
I. Through relaxation of the causes of bondage, and the free flow of consciousness, the yogi enters
another’s body at will.
G. By loosening the causes of bondage and awareness of the mind’s motions, consciousness can
enter another’s body.
G2. By virtue of the weakening of the causes of bondage, and also due to the knowledge of the
motions of the mind, there is entrance into others’ bodies.
B. By loosening the cause of bondage, and by knowledge of the passage ways of the mind, the mind
can enter into the bodies of others.
B.W. Verbs: ‘has become loosened’, ‘enters’ used 3 times, ‘loosening’ used 3 times, ‘flow’, ‘can enter’
used 2 times. ‘weakening’, ‘due to ‘, ‘is’.
The relation between the bondage that ‘has been loosened’, ‘loosening’, ‘weakening’ and the yogi who
‘enters’ or ‘can enter’ is repeated several times.
Sūtra III.39

udānajayāj jalapaṅkakaṇṭakādiṣv asaṅga utkrāntiś ca

V. By conquering the current called Udāna the Yogī does not sink in water, or in swamps, and he
can walk on thorns.
S. By mastery of udana there is non-contact with water, mind, thorns etc. and the body levitates.
I. By mastery of udāna vāyu, the yogi can walk over water, swamps and thorns without touching
them. He can also levitate.
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G. From mastery of the udāna (up-breathing) there is no contact (of the yogin’s body) with water,
mud, and thorns, and also upwards motion (in the time of death).
B. By mastery over the udāna vital air, one attains [the power of] levitation and does not come into
contact with water, mud, and thorns, etc.
B.W. Verbs: ‘conquering’, ‘does [not] sink’, ‘can walk’ used 2 times, ‘levitates’, ‘levitate’, ‘is’, ‘atttains’,
‘does..come’.
Sūtra III.40

samānajayāj jvalanam

V. By the conquest of the current Samāna he is surrounded by blaze.
S. By mastery of samana the body blazes.
I. By saṁyama on samāna vāyu, a yogi glows like fire and his aura shines.
G. From mastery of the samāna breathing there arises effulgence.
B. By master over the samāna vital air, radiance is attained.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is surrounded’, ‘blazes’, ‘glows’, ‘shines’, ‘arises’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra III.41

śrotrākāśayoḥ sambandhasaṃyamād divyaṃ śrotram

V. By making Samyama on the relation between the ear and the Ākāśa comes divine hearing.
S. By samyama on the relation of the ear and space (there is) divine hearing.
I. By saṁyama on the relation between space and sound, the yogi acquires the power of hearing
distinct and divine sounds. The organ of hearing, the ear, grasps sound in space. This is the
conquest of air.
G. By meditation (saṁyama) on the connection between the ear and space, divine hearing (is
attained).
B. By saṁyama on the relationship between the organ of hearing and the ether, divine hearing is
attained.
B.W.Verbs: ‘making’, ‘comes’, ‘is’ used 2 times, ‘acquires’, ‘grasps’, ‘(is attained)’, ‘is attained’.
Sūtra III.42

kāyākāśayoḥ sambandhasaṃyamāl laghutūlasamāpatteś cākāśagamanam

V. By making Samyama on the relation between Ākāśa and the body the Yogi becoming light as
cotton wool goes through the skies.
S. By samyama on the relation of body and akasha and by fusing the mind with the lightness of
cotton, there is going through space.
I. By saṁyama on the relation between space and sound, the yogi acquires the power of hearing
distant and divine sounds. The organ of hearing, the ear, grasps sound in space. This is the conquest
of air.
G. By meditation (saṁyama) on the relation of body and space, and also by identitìfication with
light cotton, movement in space can be perceived.
B. By performing saṁyama on the relationship between the body and ether, and by performing
samāpatti on the lightness of cotton, one acquires the ability to travel through the sky.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘becoming’, ‘goes through’,’fusing’, ‘is going’, ‘acquires’ used 2 times, ‘grasps’,
‘is’, ‘can be perceived’, ‘performing’ used 2 times, ’to travel’.
Sūtra III.43

bahir akalpitā vṛttir mahāvidehā tataḥ prakāśāvaraṇakṣayaḥ
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V. By making Samyama on the real modifications of the mind, which are outside, called great
disembodiness, come disappearance of the covering to light.
S. In the state of mahavideha the vrittis are inconceivable and outside the scope of the body,
whereby the covering of light is destroyed.
I. By knowing the relation between the body and ether, the yogi transforms his body and mind so
that they become as light as cotton fibre. He can then levitate in space. This is the conquest of ether.
G. The action of thinking outside the body is the great bodilessness. From this there is decrease in
the veil over (the mind’s) illumination.
B. The state of mind [projected] outside [of the body], which is not an imagined state, is called the
great out-of-body [experience]. By this, the covering of the light [of buddhi] is destroyed.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘are..called’, ‘come’, ‘are’, ‘is destroyed’, ‘knowing’, ‘transforms’, ‘become’,’ can
..levitate’, ‘thinking..is’,’is’ used 3 times, ‘[projected]’, ‘is called’, ‘is destroyed’.
Sūtra III.44

sthūlasvarūpasūkṣmānvayārthavattvasaṃyamād bhūtajayaḥ

V. By making Samyama on the elements, beginning with gross, and ending with the superfine,
comes mastery of the elements.
S. By samyama on the gross, basic, subtle and interpenetrating states and the purpose of the bhutas,
mastery over them is obtained.
I. By saṁyama on mahāvideha (the disembodied state), where consciousness acts outside the body,
the veil covering the light of illumination is destroyed.
G. From saṁyama on the relation of the body with space and also from the meditative identification
with light-weight objects such as cotton there is motion in space.
B. By saṁyama on the gross nature, essential nature, subtle nature, constitution, and purpose [of
objects, one attains] mastery over elements.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘beginning’, ‘ending’, ‘is obtained’, ‘acts’, ‘is destroyed’, ‘is’, ‘attains’.
Sūtra III.45

tato ’ṇimādiprādurbhāvaḥ kāyasampat taddharmānabhighātaś ca

V. From that comes minuteness, and rest of the powers, “glorification of the body”, and
indestructibleness of the bodily qualities.
S. From that the appearance of anima (and other powers), perfection of the body and nonobstruction from the functions of the body (follows).
I. From that arises perfection of the body, the ability to resist the play of the elements, and powers
such as minuteness.
G. Then there arise becoming infinitely minute and the like; and also perfection of the body, and its
immunity to the qualities (of things).
B. As a result of this, there are no limitations on account of the body’s natural abilities; mystic
powers such as aṇimā, etc., manifest; and the body attains perfection.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘(follows)’, ‘arises’, ‘to resist’, ‘arise’, ‘becoming’, ‘are’, ‘manifest’, ‘attains’.
Sūtra III.46

rūpalāvaṇyabalavajrasaṃhananatvāni kāyasampat

V. The glorifications of the body are beauty, complexion, strength, adamintine hardness.
S. The perfection of the physical body includes beauty, grace, energy and hardness.
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I. Perfection of the body consists of beauty of form, grace, strength, compactness, and the hardness
and brilliance of a diamond.
G. The perfection of the body is (good) shape, radiance, strength, and thunderbolt-solidity.
B. The perfection of the body consists of [possessing] beauty, charm, strength, and power of a
thunderbolt.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘includes’, ‘consists of’ used 2 times, ‘is’, [possessing]’.
In a similar sentence structure the predicates vary from singular to plural and from ‘consists of’ to
‘possessing’.
Sūtra III.47

grahaṇasvarūpāsmitānvayārthavattvasaṃyamād indriyajayaḥ

V. By making Saṁyama on the objectivity, knowledge and egoism of the organs, by gradation
comes the conquest of the organs.
S. Mastery over the sense organs is gained by samyama on the power of cognition, real nature,
egoism, all-pervasiveness and purposefulness.
I. Through saṁyama upon the purpose of the conjunction of the process of knowing, the ego, and
nature, there is mastery over the senses.
G. Saṁyama on the cognitive process, on the essence, on the sense of ego, on inherence, and on the
purposefulness (of experience), produces mastery over the senses.
B. By the performance of saṁyama on the process of knowing, on the essence [the sense organs],
on ego, on the constitution [of the guṇas], and on the purpose [of the guṇas] comes control over the
senses.
B.W. Verbs:’ making’, ‘is gained’, ‘is’, ‘produces’, ‘comes control’.
Sūtra III.48

tato manojavitvaṃ vikaraṇabhāvaḥ pradhānajayaś ca

V. From that comes glorified mind, power of the organs independently of the body, and conquest of
nature.
S. Therefrom follows speed like that of mind, freedom from any medium of instrumentality and
conquest of the limitations of prakriti.
I. By mastery over the senses of perception, the yogi’s speed of body, senses and mind matches that
of the soul, independent of the primary causes of nature. Unaided by consciousness, he subdues the
first principle of nature (mahat).
G. Then there is speed of the mind, knowledge obtained independently of the ordinary means, and
mastery over the primary cause prakṛti.
B. As a result comes speed like the speed of mind, activity independent of bodily senses, and
mastery over primordial matter.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ‘follows’, ‘matches’, ‘subdues’, ‘is’,‘obtained’,’comes’.
Sūtra III.49

sattvapuruṣānyatākhyātimātrasya sarvabhāvādhiṣṭhātṛtvaṃ sarvajñātṛtvaṃ ca

V. By making Saṁyama on the Sattva, to him who has discriminated between the intellect and the
Puruṣa comes omnipresence and omniscience.
S. Just by knowledge of the awareness of the difference between chitta and purusha come
supremacy over all states and forms of existence and omniscience.
I. Only one who knows the difference between the illuminative intelligence and the seer attains
supreme knowledge of all that exists and all that manifests.
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G. For the yogin immersed solely in the awareness of the difference of pure subject and the sattva
component (of objectivity), there is mastery over all existence, and omniscience as well.
B. Only for one who discerns the difference between the puruṣa and the intellect do omniscience
and omnipotence accrue.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘has discriminated’,‘comes’,‘come’,‘knows’,‘attains’,‘exists’,‘manifests’,
‘immersed’,’is’,’discerns’, ‘accrue’.
Sūtra III.50

tadvairāgyād api doṣabījakṣaye kaivalyam

V. By giving up even these comes the destruction of the very seed of evil; he attains Kaivalya.
S. By vairagya even regarding that (the powers), the seed of defect is destroyed and kaivalya is
attained.
I. By destruction of the seeds of bondage and the renunciation of even these powers, comes eternal
emancipation.
G. And even this awareness is renounced, in the destruction of the seed of (every) fault, there is
liberation (independence, aloneness, kaivalya).
G2. Even the most advanced of the contents of consciousness-the difference of sattva and purushais renounced in favor of ultimate, postintegration silence.
B. By detachment even from this attainment [i.e., omniscience and omnipotence], and upon the
destruction of the seeds of all faults, kaivalya, the supreme liberation ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘giving up’, ‘attains’, ‘is destroyed’, ‘is attained’, ‘comes’, ‘is renounced’, ‘is’, ‘is
renounced’, ‘ensues’.
Sūtra III.51

sthānyupanimantraṇe saṅgasmayākaraṇaṃ punar aniṣṭaprasaṅgāt

V. The Yogī should not feel allured or flattered by the overtures of celestial beings, for fear of evil
again.
S. On being invited by the devatas there should be no attachment and pride, because of the
possibility of revival of the undesirable.
I. When approached by celestial beings, there should be neither attachment nor surprise, for
undesirable connections can occur.
G. Being invited by divine authorities, the yogin should avoid (resist) smiles inviting attachment,
for undesired consequences follow.
B. If sollecited by celestial beings, [the yogī] should not become smug, because the tendency
toward undesirable consequences can once again manifest.
B.W. Verbs: ‘should ..feel allured’, ‘flattered’, ‘being invited’, ‘should be ‘ used 2 times, ‘approached’,
‘can occur’, ‘being invited’, ‘should avoid (resist)’, ‘inviting’, ‘sollecited’, ‘should..become’,
‘can..manifest’.
Here there is a constant repetition of the verb ‘ought to’/‘should’: ‘should [not] feel allured or flattered’,
‘should be’, ‘should be’,’should avoid’, ‘should not become smug’, because undesirable consequences
can again manifest.
Sūtra III.52

kṣaṇatatkramayoḥ saṃyamād vivekajaṃ jñānam

V. By making Saṁyama on a particle of time and its multiples comes discrimination.
S. By samyama on moment and its order of succession is born the knowledge of realization of the
ultimate reality.
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I. By saṁyama on moment and on the continuous flow of moments, the yogi gains exalted
knowledge, free from the limitations of time and space.
G. By meditation (saṁyama) on the moment and the sequence, knowledge born of discernment (is
attained).
G2. By the application of saṁyama to the moments and their sequence there is attainment of
knowledge born of the distinction (between subject and object).
B. By performing saṁyama on the moment, and its sequence, one attains knowledge born of
discrimination.
B.W. Verbs: ‘making’, ‘comes’, ‘is born’, ‘flow’, ‘gains’, ‘born’ used 2 times, ‘(is attained)’, ‘is’,
‘performing’, ’attains’.’
By ‘making’ saṁyama on the moment and its sequence ‘comes’ discrimination (V.); ‘is born
knowledge…of ultimate reality’ (S.); the yogi ‘gains exalted knowledge’ (I.); knowledge born of
discernment (is attained) (G.); there ‘is attainment of knowledge born of the distinction (between subject
and object)’ G2.; ‘one attains knowledge born of discrimination’ (B.).
Sūtra III.53 jātilakṣaṇadeśair anyatānavacchedāt tulyayos tataḥ pratipattiḥ
V. Those which cannot be differentiated by species, sign and place, even they will be discriminated
by the above Saṁyama.
S. Therefrom come knowledge of two similar objects which are indistinguishable by class of birth,
characteristic or position, because of no definition.
I. By this knowledge the yogi is able to distinguish unerringly the differences in similar objects
which cannot be distinguished by rank, qualitative signs or position in space.
G. Then (due to the awareness of the distinction between subject and object) there is ability to
distinguish between two things absolutely similar regarding type, characteristic qualities, and place.
G2. The yogin’s ability to realize the most subtle distinction (between subject and object) results in
his power to distinquish between other (extremely similar) entities.
B. As a result of this, there is discernment of two comparable things that are not distinguishable by
species, characteristics , or location.
B.W. Verbs: ‘can…be’, ‘will be discriminated’, ‘come’, ‘are’, ‘is able to distinguish’, ‘can[not] be
distinguished’, ‘is’, ‘to distinguish’, ‘to realize’, ‘results’, ‘to distinguish’, ‘is’,’are’.
The yogi ‘is able to distinguish’ that which cannot ‘be distinguished’ (I.); the ability ‘to distinguish’(G.)
and ‘to realize’ ‘results’ in his power ‘to distinguish’(G2.)
Sūtra III.54 tārakaṃ sarvaviṣayaṃ sarvathāviṣayam akramaṃ ceti vivekajaṃ jñānam
V. The saving knowledge is that knowledge of discrimination which covers all objects, all means.
S. Transcendental knowledge includes the knowledge of all objects beyond all orders of succession
and is born viveka. That is all.
I. The essential characteristic of the yogi’s exalted knowledge is that he grasps instantly, clearly
and wholly, the aims of all objects without going into the sequence of time or change.
G. Knowledge born of discernment is without sequence, comprising everything and all objects, and
is a means of deliverance (tāraka).
B. Knowledge born of discernment is a liberator; it has everything as its object at all times
simultaneously.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 5 times, ‘covers’, ‘includes’, ‘is born’, ‘grasps’, ‘going into’, ‘born of’,
‘comprising’, ’born of’, ‘has’.
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The ‘saving knowledge’ ‘is’… for V., the ‘transcendental knowledge’ ‘includes’…’is born viveka’ for S.,
the ‘yogi’s exalted knowledge’ ‘is’… for I., that knowledge ‘born of discernment’ ‘is’ without sequence
for G. and ‘is’ a liberator for B.
Sūtra III.55 sattvapuruṣayoḥ śuddhisāmye kaivalyam iti
V. By the similarity of purity between the Sattva and the Puruṣa comes Kaivalya.
S. Kaivalya is achieved by equalizing and purifying the illumination of purusha and chitta.
I. When the purity of intelligence equals the purity of the soul, the yogi has reached kaivalya,
perfection in yoga.
G. Though infinitely different (sattva being a force in objectivity, the purusha a subject) Patañjali
associates sattva with purusha by their common feature - purity.
G2. Reduction of noise in objectivity is mysteriously connected by Patañjali with postdisintegration
silence.
B. When the purity of the intellect is equal to that of the puruṣa, kaivalya liberation ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’, ’is achieved’, ‘equalizing’, ‘purifying’, ‘equals’, ‘has reached’, ‘associates’,
‘is..connected’, ‘is equal to’, ‘ensues’.
Kaivalya ‘comes’/’is achieved’ by ‘equalizing’ and ‘purifying’; for I. the yogi has reached kaivalya when
two purities are ‘equal’; the same for B. kaivalya ensues when the purity of the intellect is equal to that of
puruṣa.
Noise reduction in G2. is connected to postdisintegration silence; making his a most unique and intriguing
interpretation.
Reflections and brief summary
In the Vibhūti Pāda for the first four sūtras, the sinoptic word by word elaboration was again
undertaken from Sanskrit of Iyengar’s and Bryant’s translations, up to the main concept of saṁyama that
was repeated throughout this third chapter.
Here is a brief summary of the comments that can be found at the end the single sūtras of the III
Pāda. In the first example, in YS III.1, following the concept of dhāraṇā a new sentence is composed
employing the verbs inserted by the authors: dhāraṇā is possibly all of this; ‘is holding’, ‘is binding’, ’is
fixing’ and ‘is keeping’ the mind [in one place].
In the next example YS III.2 the verb ‘to be’ is used 6 times out of six sentences. To define
dhyāna the verb ‘to be’ is mainly used reflecting its state of being more than an action. In YS III.3
Samādhi is defined by the use of the verb ‘to be’, under certain conditions. In YS III.4: when the three
(dhāraṇā, dhyāna and samādhi) are ‘practiced’, ’are performed’ and together ‘constitute’, that ‘is called’
saṁyama.Here is another case of a definition based on a predicate description.
In YS III.11 samādhi pariṇāmaḥ involves sets of opposite verbs and also of opposite nouns. In YS
III.13 the same predicate, ‘to explain’, is singular and/or plural or it becomes present perfect. In YS III.14
different nouns are utilised by the translators which have been put together: the ‘qualified’ in V., the
‘dharma’ in S., the ‘substrata’ in I., the ‘substance’ in G., and the ‘substratum’ in B., respectively ‘is acted
upon’, is yet ‘to be manifested’, ‘is’, ‘continues to exist’, ‘follows’, and ‘underpins’ either ‘past, present,
and future’ or ‘manifest, latent or subdued properties’.
In YS III.54 the predicate ‘to be ‘ is used 5 times in five sentences. The ‘saving knowledge’ ‘is’…
for V., the ‘transcendental knowledge’ ‘includes’…’is born viveka’ for S., the ‘yogi’s exalted knowledge’
‘is’… for I., that knowledge ‘born of discernment is without sequence’ for G. and ‘is a liberator’ for B.
In YS III.55 kaivalya ‘comes’(V.)’is achieved’(S.) by ‘equalizing’ and ‘purifying’; for I. the yogi has
reached kaivalya when two purities are ‘equal’; the same for B. ‘kaivalya ensues when the purity of the
intellect is equal to that of puruṣa’.
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It is hard not to notice the uniqueness of Grinsphon’s forth view point (G2.) or ‘voice’ as he calls
it: a witness of yogic experience. Clearly it is not found in the other translations.
To conclude these are a few of the patterns found by analyzing the predicates that the authors have
chosen for their translations.
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Sūtra IV.1

janmaoṣadhimantratapaḥsamādhijāḥsiddhayaḥ

V. The Siddhis (powers) are attained by birth, chemical means, power of words, mortification
or concentration.
S. The siddhi are born of birth, herbs, mantras, austerities or samadhi.
I. Accomplishments may be attained through birth, use of herbs, incantations, self-discipline
or samādhi.
G. The unusual experiences (siddhi) come about from birth, use of herbs (drugs), use of
meditative recitations (mantra), heating practices (tapas) and absorption (samādhi).
G2. There are various sources of yogic experiences.
B. The mystic powers arise due to birth, herbs, mantras, the performance of austerity, and
samādhi.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are attained’,’are born’, ‘may be attained’, ‘come about’, ‘are’, ‘arise’.
It is worth noticing the verbs our translators have chosen, in a similar sentence structure, regarding
the origins of the siddhi: ‘are attained’,’are born’, ‘may be attained’, ‘come about’, ‘are’, ‘arise’.
Sūtra IV.2

jātyantarapariṇāmaḥ prakṛtyāpūrāt

V. The change into another species is by the filling in of nature.
S. By the overflow of natural potentiality occurs the transformation from one substance (or
birth) into another.
I. The abundant flow of nature’s energy brings about a transformation in one’s birth, aiding
the process of evolution.
G. The transformation into another type of birth comes about from the fullness of objective
potentiality.
B. The changes [in bodily forms that take place] in other births is due to the filling in by
prakṛti.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘filling in’, ‘occurs’, ‘brings about’, ‘aiding’, ‘comes about’, ‘take place’, ‘is due
to’, ‘filling in’.
The meanings of the key concepts can be quite different: ‘nature’, ‘natural potentiality’, ‘nature’s
energy’, ‘fullness of objective potentiality’, ‘prakṛti’
Sūtra IV. 3

nimittamaprayojakaṁ prakṛtīnāṁ varaṇabhedastu tataḥ kṣetrikavat

V. Good deeds, etc., are not the direct causes in the transformation of nature, but they act as
breakers of obstacles to the evolutions of nature, as a farmer breaks the obstacles to the course
of water, which then runs down by its own nature.
S.The instrumental cause does not stir up the various natures but merely removes the
obstacles like a farmer.
I. Nature’s efficient cause does not impel its potentialities into action, but helps to remove the
obstacles to evolution, just as a farmer builds banks to irrigate his fields.
G. There is no direct causality of the primary potencies of nature, but rather the removal of
obstacles, as is the case of the farmer (who manipulates the flow of water by removal of
walls of mud or clay).
B. The instrumental cause of creation is not its creative cause, but it pierces the covering from
creation like a farmer [pierces the barriers between his fields].
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B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘act’, ‘breaks’, ‘runs down’, ‘does..stir up’, ‘removes’, ‘does..impel’,
‘builds’, ‘to irrigate’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘manipulates’, ‘pierces’ used 2 times.
Sūtra IV.4

nirmāṇacittānyasmitāmātrāt

V. From ego alone proceed the created minds.
S. Created minds are free from egoism alone.
I. Constructed or created mind springs from the sense of individuality (asmitā).
G. Created minds originates from mere sense of ego.
B. Created minds are made from ego only.
B.W. Verbs: ‘proceed’, ‘are’, ’springs from’, ‘originates’, ‘are made’.
When the translators use similar sentence structures the differences in the verbs chosen are more
evident.
Sūtra IV.5

pravṛttibhede pryojakaṁ cittamekamanekeṣām

V. Though the activities of the different created minds are various, the one original mind is
the controller of them all.
S. The one mind directs the many in connection with the differences of activities.
I. Consciousness is one, but it branches into many different types of activities and
innumerable thought-waves.
G. By virtue of the difference in initiation of action (creating other minds), one mind becomes
the cause of many.
B. There is one mind, among the many [created by the yogī], which is the director in the
different activities [of the different bodies].
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’, ‘directs’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘branches’, ‘becomes’, ‘[created..].
Sūtra IV.6

Tatra dhyānajamanāśayam

V. Among the various Chittas that which is attained by Samādhi is desireless.
S. Of these the one born of meditation is free of impressions.
I. Of these activities of consciousnesss of perfected beings, only those which proceed from
meditation are free from latent impressions and influences.
G. In this case, (the mind) born of meditation does not have accumulated karma (transferred
on from previous lives).
B. From these [five types of minds that possess siddhis], the one born of meditation is without
the storehouse of karma.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is attained’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘born of’, ‘proceed’, ‘are’, ‘does…have accumulated’,
‘(transferred on..)’, ‘possess’, ‘born of’.
Sūtra IV.7

karmāṣuklākṛṣṇaṁ yoginastrividhamitareṣām

V. Works are neither black nor white for the Yogīs; for others they are threefold, black, white,
and mixed.
S. The action of yogis are neither white nor black; of others they are threefold.
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I. A yogi’s actions are neither white nor black. The actions of others are of three kinds, white,
black or grey.
G. The yogi’s karma is neither white or black; the karma of others is three kinds.
B. The karma of a yogī is neither white nor black; of everyone else, it is of three types.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are’used 7 times, ‘is’ used 4 times.
By the repeated use of the verb ‘to be’ the yogi’s karma is described.
‘Works’ is only in V., whereas ‘action’ or ‘actions’ are used for karma.
Sūtra IV.8

tatastadvipākānuguṇānāmevaabhivyaktirvāsnām

V. From these threefold works are manifested in each state only those desires (which are)
fitting to that state alone. (The others are held in abeyance for the time being).
S. Therefore the manifestation of potential desires according to their ripening only.
I. These three types of actions leave impressions which become manifest when conditions
are favourable and ripe.
G. Then there is manifestation of only those karmic impressions following the quality (color)
of the respective fruition of this.
B. From [these three types of karma] the activation of only those subliminal impressions that
are ready for fruition [in the next life] occurs.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are manifested’, ‘(are) fitting’, ‘are held’, ‘ripening’, ‘leave’, ‘become manifest’, ‘are
ripe’, ‘is…following’, ‘are’, ‘occurs’.
Sūtra IV.9

jātideśakalavyavahitānāmapyānantarayaṁ smṛtisaṁskārayorekarūpatvat

V. There is connectiveness in desire, even though separated by species, space and time, there
being identifi-cation of memory and impressions.
S. Because memory and impression are the same in form there is sequence although they
may be divided by class of birth, place and time.
I. Life is a continous process, even though it is demarcated by race, place and time. Due to the
uninterrupted close relationship between memory and subliminal impressions, the fruits of
actions remain intact from one life to the next, as if there were no separation between births.
G. From the uniformity of nature of memory and karmic impressions, though hidden by
birth, place, and time (the manifestation of karma) is uninterrupted.
B. Because they are identical, there is an uninterrupted connection between memory and
saṁskāra, even though they might be separated by birth, time, and place.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘separated’, ‘being’, ‘are’, ‘is’, ‘may be divided’, ‘is’, ‘is demarcated’, ‘remain’,
‘were’, ‘is uninterrupted’, ‘are’, ‘is uninterrupted’, ‘might be separated’.
Sūtra IV.10

tāsāmanāditvaṁ cāśiso nityatvāt

V. Thirst for happiness being eternal desires are without beginning.
S. There is no beginning to them and the desire to live is eternal.
I. These impressions, memories and desires have existed eternally, as the desire to live is
eternal.
G. Karmic impressions are beginningless by virtue of the eternity of the will to live which
sustains them.
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B. The saṁskāras are beginningless, because the desire [for life] is eternal.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being’, ‘are’ used 3 times, ‘is’ used 3 times’, ‘have existed’, ‘to live’, ‘to live’,
‘sustains’.
Sūtra IV.11

hetuphalaāśrayālambanaiḥ saṃgṛhītatvādeṣāmabhāve tadabhāvaḥ

V. Being held together by cause, effect, support, and objects, in the absence of these is its
absence.
S. Since cause and effect, support and object are bound together, by their disappearance that
also disappears.
I. Impressions and desires are bound together by their dependence upon cause and effect. In
the absence of the latter, the former too ceases to function.
G. Due to the connectedness of the karmic impressions with the basic network consisting of
cause and effect, in the cessation of these (causes and effects) there is cessation of these
(karmic impressions).
B. Since [saṁskāras] are held together by immediate cause, motive, the mind, and the object
of awareness, the saṁskāras cease when the lather cease.
B.W. Verbs: ‘Being held together’, ‘is’,‘are bound together’ used 2 times, ‘disappears’, ‘ceases’,
‘consisting of’, ‘is’, ‘are held together’, ‘cease’ used 2 times.
Sūtra IV.12

atītānāgataṁ svarūpato ’styadhvabhedāddarmāṇām

V. The past and future exist in their own nature, qualities having different ways.
S. Past and future exist in their own form by difference of paths.
I. The existence of the past and future is as real as that of the present. As moments roll into
movements which have yet to appear as the future, the quality of knowledge in one’s intellect
and consciousness is affected.
G. Past and future do exist in their essential nature, by virtue of the difference in the qualities
of their course.
B. The past and the future exist in reality, since they differ [from the present only] in terms of
time of [manifestation] of their characteristics.
B.W. Verbs: ‘exist’ used 3 times, ‘having’, ‘is’, ‘roll into’, ‘have..to appear’, ‘is affected’, ‘do
exist’.
Sūtra IV.13

te vyaktasūkṣmā guṇātmānaḥ

V. They are manifested or fine, being of the nature of the Guṇas.
S. Whether manifest or unmanifest they are of the nature of gunas.
I. The three phases of time intermingle rhythmically and interweave with the qualities of
nature. They change the composition of nature’s properties into gross and subtle.
G. These, both tangible and subtle, are grounded in the forces of nature.
B. The past, present, and future have the guṇas as their essence and are either manifest or
latent.
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B.W. Verbs: ‘are manifested’, ‘being’, ‘are’, ‘intermingle’,‘interweave’,’change’,’are
grounded’,’have’, ‘are’.
Sūtra IV.14

pariṇāmaekatvādvastutattvam

V. The unity in things is from the unity in changes. Though there are three substances their
changes being co-ordinated all objects have their unity.
S. The essence of the object is due to the uniqueness of transformation of the gunas.
I. Unity in the mutation of time caused by the abiding qualities of nature, sattva, rajas and
tamas, causes modifications in objects, but their unique essence, or reality, does not change.
G. The essence of an entity is determined by its uniformity through the various changes (of
the thing).
B. The things [of the world] are objectively real, due to the uniformity of [the guṇas that
underpin] all change.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’,’are’, ‘being co-ordinated’, ‘have’, ‘is’, ‘caused by’, ‘causes’, ‘does..change’, ‘is
determined’, ‘are’, ‘underpin’.
Sūtra IV.15 vastusāmye cittabhedāttayorvibhaktaḥ panthāḥ
V. The object being the same, perception and desire vary according to the various minds.
S. Because of the sameness of object and difference of mind their paths are separate.
I. Due to the variance in the quality of mind-content, each person may view the same object
differently, according to his own way of thinking.
G. Though a thing is the same, it may look different (from itself) due to the difference of the
(spectator’s) mind.
B. Because there is multiplicity of minds [perceiving an object] but yet the object remains
consistent, there is a difference in nature between the object and the mind [of the observer].
B.W. Verbs: ‘being’, ‘are separate’, ‘may view’, ‘is’, ‘may look’,’is’ ‘perceiving’, ‘remains’, ‘is’.
Sūtra IV.16 na caekacittatantraṁ vastu tadapramāṇakaṁ tadā kiṁ syāt
V. Omitted in V.
S. The object of perception is not dependent on the chittas; what would happen to the object
of perception when the medium of cognition is not there?
I. An object exists independent of its cognizance by any one consciousness. What happens to
it when that consciousness is not there to perceive it?
G. If an object depended on one mind, how would it be real in accordance with considerations
of valid knowledge?
B. An object is not dependent on a single mind [for its existence]; if it were, then what
happens to it when it is not perceived [by that particular mind]?
B.W. Verbs: ‘are known’, ‘give’, ‘is, ‘would happen’, ‘is’, ‘exists’, ‘happens’, ‘is’, ‘to perceive’,
‘depended on’, ‘would be’, ‘were’, ‘happens’, ‘is [not] perceived’.
Sūtra IV.17 taduparāgaapekṣitvāccittasya jñātājñātam
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V. Things are known or unknown to the mind, being de-pendent on the colouring which they
give to the mind.
S. The mind needs the reflection of the objects for its cognition.
I. An object remains known or unknown according to the conditioning or expectation of the
consciousness.
G. A thing is known or unknown according to its color in the mind.
B. A thing is either known or not known by the mind depending on whether it is noticed by
the mind.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are known’, ‘being’,‘needs’, ‘remains’, ‘is’, ‘is noticed’.
Sūtra IV.18

sadā jñātāscittavṛttayastatprabhoḥ puruṣasyāpariṇāmitvāt

V. The states of the mind are always known because the lord of the mind is unchangeable
S. Pususha, the master of chitta, is changeless therefore he always knows the modifications of
the mind.
I. Puruṣa is ever illuminative and changeless. Being constant and master of the mind, he
always knows the moods and modes of consciousness.
B. The permutations of the mind are always known to its master, the puruṣa soul, because of
the soul’s unchanging nature.
G. The mind activities are always known to their master, due to the unchangeability of the
pure subject (purusha).
B.W. Verbs: ‘are known’, ‘is’ used 3 times, ‘knows’, ‘being’, ‘knows’,’are’, ‘are known’.
Sūtra IV.19

na tatsvābhāsaṁ dṛśyatvāt

V. Mind is not self-luminous, being an object
S. The chitta is not self-illumined because it is the subject of knowledge and perception.
I. Consciousness cannot illumine itself as it is a knowable object.
G. The mind activities, since they are perceived (by another), cannot illuminate themselves.
B. Nor is the mind self-illuminating, because of its nature as the object of perception.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’ used 5 times, ‘being’, can [not] illumine’, ‘are perceived’, ‘can [not] illuminate’.
Sūtra IV.20

ekasamaye caubhayānavadhāraṇam

V. From its being unable to cognize two things at the same time.
S. There cannot be the comprehension of both simultaneously.
I. Consciousness cannot comprehend both the seer and itself at the same time.
G. Both mind activity and pure subject cannot be fully known on one and the same occasion.
B. There cannot be discernment of both [the mind and the object it perceives] at the same
time.
B.W.Verbs:’being unable to cognize’, ‘can [not] be’, ‘comprehend’, ‘can [not] be known’,’can [not]
be’.
Sūtra IV.21 cittāntaradṛśye buddhibuddheratiprasaṅgaḥ smṛtisaṁkaraśca
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V. Another cognising mind being assumed there will be no end to such assumptions and
confusion of memory.
S. If cognition by one mind of the other be accepted, then there will be cognition of
cognitions leading to absurdity and confusion of memory.
I. If consciousness were manifold in one’s being, each cognizing the other, the intelligence
too would be manifold, so the projections of mind would be many, each having its own
memory.
G. If one mind perceives another, there is the logical fault (of infinite regression). Of one
intelligence illuminating another. There follows also confusion of memory.
B. If [the mind] were cognized by another mind, then there would be an infinite regress of
one intelligence [being known] by another intelligence. Moreover, there would also be
confusion of memory.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being assumed’, ‘will be’, ‘be accepte’, ‘will be’, ‘leading to’, ‘were’, ‘would
be’used 4 times, ‘perceives’, ‘is’, ‘illuminating’, ‘follows’, ‘were cognized’, ‘[being known].
Sūtra IV.22

citerapratisaṁkramāyāstadākārāpattau svabuddhisaṁvedanam

V. The essence of knowledge (the Puruṣa) being un-changeable, when the mind takes its
form, it becomes conscious.
S. Knowledge of its own nature through self cognition is accomplished when consciousness
assumes that form in which it does not pass from one stage to another.
I. Consciousness distinguishes its own awareness and intelligence when it reflects and
identifies its sourse -the changeless seer- and assumes his form.
G. The mind knows itself when pure consciousness takes on the contents of the mind without
residue of its own.
B. Although it is unchanging, consciousness becomes aware of its own intelligence by means
of pervading the forms assumed by the intelligence.
B.W. Verbs: ‘being’, ‘becomes’, ‘is accomplished’, ‘assumes’, ‘does..pass’, ‘distinguishes’,
‘reflects’, ‘identifies’, ‘assumes’, ‘knows’,’takes on’, ‘becomes aware’, ‘pervading’, assumed’.
Sūtra IV.23

draṣṭṛdṛśyauparaktaṁ cittaṁ sarvārtam

V. Coloured by the seer and the seen the mind is able to understand everything.
S. The mind which is colored by the seer and the seen is all apprehending.
I. Consciousness, reflected by the seer as well as by the seen, appears to be allcomprehending.
G. The mind is colored by the seer (pure subject) and the seen (object), and can take on (the
form of) any object.
B. The mind, colored by the seer as well as by that which is seen, knows all objects.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is able to understand’, ‘is colored’, ‘is..apprehending’, ‘reflected’, ‘is colored’, ‘can
take on’, ‘colored’, ‘is seen’, ‘knows’.
Sūtra IV.24

tadasaṁkheyavāsanābhiścitramapi parārthaṁ saṁhatyakāritvāt

V. The mind through its innumerable desires acts for another (the Puruṣa), being
combinations.
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S. Though variegated by innumerable vasanas it acts for the purusha because it works in
association.
I. Though the fabric of consciousness is interwoven with innumerable desires and
subconscious impressions, it exists for the seer on account of its proximity to the seer as well
as to the objective world.
G. The mind is made to act as a combination for the sake of another through its countless
impressions.
B. That mind, with its countless variegated subliminal impressions, exists for another entity
[other than itself], because it operates in conjunction [with other instruments].
B.W. Verbs: ‘acts’used 2 times, ‘works’, ‘is interwoven’, ‘exists’, ‘is made to act’, ‘exists’,
‘operates’.
Sūtra IV.25

viśeṣadarśina ātmabhāvabhāvanāvinivṛttiḥ

V. For the discriminating the perception of the mind as Ātman ceases.
S. The awareness of self consciousness ceases completely for one who sees the distinction.
I. For one who realizes the distinction between citta and ātmā, the sense of separation
between the two disappears.
G. For one who makes the distinction (between sattva and purusha) there is cessation of the
cultivation of personal being.
B. For one who sees the distinction [between the mind and the soul], reflecting on the nature
of the self ceases.
B.W. Verbs: ‘ceases’ used 3 times, ‘sees’, ‘realizes’, ‘diappears’, ‘makes’, ‘is’, ‘sees’.
Sūtra IV.26

tadā vivekanimnaṁ kaivalyaprāgbhāraṁ cittam

V. Then bent on the discriminating the mind attains the previous state of Kaivalya (isolation).
S. Then verily the mind is inclined towards discrimination and heading towards kaivalya.
I. Then consciousness is drawn strongly towards the seer or the soul due to the gravitational
force of its exalted intelligence.
G. Then, the mind immersed in the consciousness of the distinction (between subject and
object) tends towards complete liberation.
B. At that point, the mind, inclined toward discrimination, gravitates toward ultimate
liberation.
B.W. Verbs: ‘bent’, ‘attains’, ‘is inclined towards’, ‘heading towards’, ‘is drawn towards’,
‘immersed’, ‘tends towards’, ‘inclined towards’, ‘gravitates towards’.
Sūtra IV.27

tacchidreṣu pratyayāntarāṇi saṁskārebhyaḥ

V. The thoughts that arise as obstructions to that are from impressions.
S. In between the state of discrimination (viveka) other pratyayas arise due to past
impressions.
I. Notwithstanding this progress, if one is careless during the interval, a fissure arises due to
past hidden impressions, creating division between the consciousness and the seer.
G. In the intermissions of this (discriminating consciousness) there arise other contents of the
mind, due to (remaining) karmic impressions.
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B. During the intervals [in this state of discriminate awareness] other ideas [arise] because of
previous saṁskāras.
B.W.Verbs: ‘are’, ‘arise’, ‘arises’, ‘creating’, ‘arise’, ‘arise’.
Sūtra IV.28

hānameṣāṁ kleśavaduktam

V. Their destruction is in the same manner as of ignorance, etc., as said before.
S. The removal of these (pratyayas) is prescribed like the destructoion of the kleśa.
I. In th same way as the sādhaka strives to be free from afflictions, the yogi must handle these
latent impressions judiously to extinguish them.
G. The abolition of these (disturbing impressions) is accomplished as explained with respect
to the tormenting dispositions (kleśa).
B. The removal [of these previous saṁskāras] is said to be like [the removal] of the kleśa
afflictions.
B.W. Verbs: ‘is’, ‘said’, ‘is prescibed’, ‘strives to be’,‘must handle’, ‘to extinguish’, ‘is
accomplished, ‘explained’, ‘is said to be’.
Sūtra IV.29

prasaṁkhyāne ‘pyakusīdasya sarvathā vivekakhyāterdharmameghaḥ samādhiḥ

V. Even when arriving at the right discriminating knowledge of the senses, he who gives up
the fruits, unto him come as the result of perfect discrimination, the Samādhi called the cloud
of virtue.
S. When there is no interest even in the highest meditation, the dharma megha samādhi
develops on account of complete discrimination.
I. The yogi who has no interest even in the highest state of evolution, and maintains supreme
attentive, discriminative awareness, attains dharma megha samādhi: he contemplates the
fragrance of virtue and justice.
G. For the one indifferent even with regard to the meditation of prasaṁkhyāna, there arise
constant immersion in the meditative silence known as the “cloud of essence,” due to the
discriminative consciousness.
B. For one who has no interest even in [the fruits] of meditative wisdom on account of the
highest degree of discriminative insight, the samādhi called dharma-megha, cloud of virtue,
ensues.
B.W. Verbs: ‘arriving’, ‘gives up’, ‘come’, ‘called’, ‘is’, ‘develops’, ‘has’, ‘maintains’, ‘attains’,
‘contemplates’, ‘arise’, ‘has’, ‘called’,’ensues’.
Sūtra IV.30

tataḥ kleśakarmanivṛttiḥ

V. From that comes cessation of pains and works.
S. Thereafter (arises) freedom from klesas and karmas.
I. Then comes the end of afflictions and of karma.
G. Then there is cessation of the tormenting predispositions and karma.
B. From this comes the cessation of the kleśas [impediments to yoga] and karma.
B.W. Verbs: ‘comes’ used 3 times, ‘arises’, ‘is’.
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Sūtra IV.31

tadā sarvāvaraṇamalaapetasya jñānasyānantyājjñeyamalpam

V. Then knowledge , bereft of convering and impurities, becoming infinite, the knowable
becomes small.
S. Then by the removal of all veils and impurities little remains to be known because of
infinity of knowledge.
I. Then, when the veils of the imputities are removed, the highest, subjective, pure, infinite
knowledge is attained, and the knowable, the infinite, appears as trivial.
G. Then, due to the infinity of understanding purified of all the veiling stains, there is but
little to be understood.
B. At this point, because of the unlimited nature of knowledge when all impuritiess have been
removed from it, that which remains to be known is little.
B.W. Verbs: ‘becoming’, ‘becomes’, ‘remains to be known’, ‘are removed’, ‘is attained’,’appears’,
‘is’, ‘to be understood’, ‘have been removed’, ‘remains to be known’.
Sūtra IV.32

tataḥ kṛtārthānāṁ pariṇāmakramasamāptirguṇānām

V. The are finished the successive transformations of the qualities, they having attained the
end.
S. Thereafter, having fulfilled their purpose and after the end of the process of change, the
gunas retire.
I. When dharmameghaḥ samādhi is attained, qualities of nature (guṇas) come to rest. Having
fulfilled their purpose, their sequence of successive mutations is at an end.
G. Then there is an end to the series of changes due to the forces of nature, as these forces
have accomplished their goal.
B. As a result, there is cessation of the ongoing permutations of the guṇas, their purpose now
fulfilled.
B.W. Verbs: ‘are finished’, ‘having attained’, ‘having fulfilled’,’is attained’, ‘come to rest’, ‘having
fulfilled’, ‘is’, ‘have accomplished’, ‘is’, ‘fulfilled’.
Sūtra IV.33 kṣaṇapratiyogī pariṇāmāparāntanirgrāhyaḥ krama
V. The changes that exist in relation to moments, and which are perceived at the other end (at
the end of a series) are succession.
S. Krama is the process corresponding to moments, apprehensible in the end.
I. As the mutations of the guṇas cease to function, time, the uninterrupted movement of
moments, stops. This deconstruction of the flow of time is comprehensible only at this final
stage of emancipation.
G. Sequence is a series of moments perceived at the end of change.
B. The progression [of any object through Time] corresponds to a [series of] moments. It is
perceivable at the final [moment] of change.
B.W. Verbs: ‘exist’, ‘are perceived’, ‘are’, ‘is’, ‘cease to function’, ‘stops’, ‘is comprehensible’,’is
perceived’, ‘corresponds to’, ‘is perceivable’.
Sūtra IV.34

puruṣārthaśūnyānāṁ guṇānāṁ pratiprasavaḥ kaivalyaṁ svarūpapratiṣṭhā
vā citiśaktiriti
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V. The resolution in the inverse order of the qualities, bereft of any motive of action for the
Puruṣa, is Kaivalya, or it is the establishment of the power of knowledge in its own nature.
S. Kaivalya is the involution of the gunas because of the fulfilment of their purpose, or it is
the restoration of the purusha to his natural form which is pure consciousness.
I. Kaivalya, liberation, comes when the yogi has fulfilled the puruṣārthas, the fourfold aims
of life, and has transcended the guṇas. Aims and guṇas return to their source, and
consciousness is established in its own natural purity.
G. The reabsorption of the guṇas, devoid of the object of purusha, is kaivalya; or the
establishment of the power of consciousness in its own form.
G2. Liberation (kaivalya) is the involution of the forces of nature, as these forces have
fulfilled their goal and become void; or it is the power of consciousness abiding in its self
(turning upon itself).
B. Ultimate liberation is when the guṇas, devoid of any purpose for the puruṣa, return to their
original [latent] state; in other words, when the power of consciousness is situated in its own
essential nature.
B.W.Verbs: ‘is’used 8 times, ‘comes’, ‘has fulfilled’, ‘has transcended’, ‘return’, ‘is established’,
‘have fulfilled’, ‘become’, ‘abiding’, ‘(turning upon)’,’return’, ‘is situated’.
Reflections and brief summary
In YS IV.1 it is worth noticing the verbs our translators have chosen, in a similar sentence
structure, regarding the origins of the siddhi: ‘are attained’,’are born’,‘may be attained’, ‘come
about’, ‘are’, ‘arise’ due to birth, herbs, mantras, the performance of austerity, and samādhi. In YS
IV.2 the meanings of the key concepts can be quite different: ‘nature’, ‘natural potentiality’,
‘nature’s energy’, ‘fullness of objective potentiality’, ‘prakṛti’. In YS IV.4 when the translators use
similar sentence structures the differences in the verbs chosen are more evident.
This is merely a work in progress that can and should be further developed.
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Concluding thoughts
Certainly many of the initial objectives were developed in this detailed
synoptic elaboration and theoretical research. As the structure and function of the
sūtra is flexible, meaningful and dormant, so too the contemporary commentators and
translators have spoken as members of closed philosophical schools but also open
towards their public. Their traditions speak through their choice of language. They are
also very different time wise, Vivekananda’s language is dated, precise and pulling.
Grinphon’s ‘icy silence’ is disquieting but hits the heart of the complexity and depth
of the yogic experience. Bryant’s user-friendly translation/commentary encourages
yoga practitioners to become more responsible and less self-made ‘new age’. What
remains to be seen is how these more recent endeavors can modify the equilibrium of
popular thinking. There’s an invisible link that is occurring: scholars are becoming
curious about yogic practice and realization; yogic practitioners are accepting yoga’s
historical background. Time has come for this connection to become more explicit.
The fact that an Italian University has opened its doors to a Master in Yoga Studies is
a precise signal of how times have matured.
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